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Roger :cl i"n ton iifti:·sp~a1t.:1 ;i~~b·e~~:atPo'::1~~let~b~t1re~-
at' MS_.U-:=--.~t-·.--,_-o.· un:_; d .. ;e.,,r,.,rs;'·~ D1a1~y·-,~ - .:45 c=~~e:,~.i~:J~ii~ft~i 
_ _ rium beginning at 10:30 a.m. ( 
The Founders Day ceremony 
lmarks MSU's 107th>year of, 
"M_gli~r edu~ation I~¾ Rowafi 
,County and· its 72nd:,year as a 
public institution. /q - f 
B; J1M;ROBINSON?. ,, 1 
OF Tl-iE{)AILl{l~DEPENDENT ' 1 
• j 
, /i...•.·;:;:•,. ~"\ r.: i 
MOREHEAD;,_ .President 
1 
Bill Clinfori'.ii°: half-brother, 
Roger Clinton; will be the. fea-
tured speaker at . Morehead 
State ·University's annual 
Founders Day celebration 
April 8. . ' 
Clinton will share memories 
of growing up with the presi- I 
dent and his _thoughts on life 
In the glare of the ~edia spot-
light, the university said, 
Jolin:. Dllll~. t:h~ari . of: 
the Founders Day ~ommittee,:, 
sa'id•--MSU •was~looking~for;' 
someone "who had broad ap-; 
peal'with not only·graduates·or.j 
the Institution, but with the, 
cur.rent· student body,- And· lfe:J 
seemed to be a natural.{! . ; : , ; .. ":J 
The vfotinl' of physical abuse·j 
as a. child and.a:cocaliiiFabus-: 
er as· an"adult--'Clihtcin'-'now: 
• ," ' . ·~. ,., •j 
d_~b,Iiil~ !,n, -~!: eI)t_~~-11!menq 
i ilndustry;·-1s an :--example of 
someone who has turned his 
life around, Duncan said. 
"Aside from\his''ffiilf,lirothei.-, 
,relation. ship with'?the''pr'esl···•i, 
dent, he is a, ·wonderfulc:.case' 
·stu\iy'· .of :someone- who has 
overc'ome problems, particu-
,1ar1y with subiifance- abuse,; 
aI)'d:'.,rlglfted thl~ life, so to, 
'speak;",Duncrui.:said. · 
t:.9li!!tci~ \gi?timam~~ in Dal: 
las Iilsttweekend'and'is~in a re•. 
ce~t1>7,released,.t~~ti,ci~ Laml 
poon·movle. ',•1-,,,1• -·-·-'" ,1 
i·He.~also .has(giiilied notoriety, 
·as' ii''rhythm-imd,blues singer; 
and has• guested, on the televl-J 
sion ,; shows '"E\'.~jrlng Shade",l 
:and .~•aearts AfrreT . ~-
\:- ,,c11iiton: ·: wl!li: recel ver $5,000'. 
for!liis"speecli;: plu!F expenses" 
·a11 ofwliidi'will lie'pald for by 
'private .donations: saia-univeri 
'.sity spolcesw:oman Judy'· 
•YancY; · t:\.,··l • · · ., . 
Past Founders· .Day speakers' 
have :mcluded'·-television re-" 
,porters·,iDfane'lSawyer and• 
.'Edwin Newmaii;'rfoniiei";pte5!, 
jd~nHa,l:~.~-a~~i4_atf! G!J<ili:e.· 
'l\l:~Go:vem; •~(?nSl@_er~,a_d,y9i;11t_e' 
Ralph,Nader'and the late actor· 
y1n~rit Brice.._~ -,,- --
. Duncan said MSU~wanted to. 
'get broad~;~:vi;s,t};!Jwrl~¥] 
1.:. '~-. ;,..,, t.,-: .~:.J. i ,._-.I 
Kuralti:But the newsiriifu fre!~i' 
cent!Y;~ an:h. ounce_d:;•hls( r~t)_t'.e•'. 
ment·and,has ren'loved·,hiinself 
from the lecture .. clfcuit:Ji] :.t1;-;' 
Besides, he commands 
$25,000,far:•aii)appeafiiiice.;:'ifil.'dj' 
I ;the',fee1:Was:)1•~1:1.C9f,otii-{iiap.:' · l)ark~~tDWtcartfsaid::.-:..:~~i.:_~'.1· 
; Duncan sald,,Clinton is in\ 
"great demand," on the lecture1 
circuit and· came recom,! 
mended by. 'MSU staff who/ 
have heard him speak. ,:i 
MSU also. will induct three 
· into its AI~i Hallf~!.J'F!lllle,t, 
, They are . .,:J h,: ,,, 
►Lauretta Flynn Byars, Unt-
_versity of Kentuckylvice·chan, 
~£81!_cir.Jiir"minorl~Jaff~--:r:,r. 
•,':►,Ann Karr.1ck/.-for.mer, 
school~,teacher; cciacli.,and)ad-
mlnistrator. , 
►Dennis L. Speigel,. presi-; 
~ d~nt__.-of"_J!}ternational\ ITllu1meJ 
' Par& Services Int: .-... ,·, t Pt , [ 
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~ot~h~ij~f gi~:v:fiotte~~:~;: · 
ti~ket __ gftl_cqll~g~~t-rcui:tri 
~oger:'~c,inton to sp_e~~\,: 
'.'(lqme of our people have\ 
. heard hinl at otheianeetlngs'j 
• ' - . - . ' ' . . ----·,•,,·,1 
ey JOSEPH GER'Ilf~}.·[:-:·,~ '"•,-abuse'"·she'said•:·,,,-_;:,:,, --.-.. ,_,."C, ,·, 
StaffWriter ,:.,~--;>: :( '.;.'._·,.-Yan'cy,-'who didiilserv~ on:th~ 
• -~ I .. ~ " • ' • • -·•' _ ~, .• , > ;:_;. . ,o'. ·. ,_comnuttee_that chose Clinton as the 
President C~ton's lilueMi!)gingi : speakenuid ;doesn't know specifi-
half brother will talk about ~e Jii: ·,yally w~y_}.1~ _Is ,pop!"ar at colleges 
the spotlight and growing,up.witli a· and uruvers1ties;: said she-~-
fu~ president ,wh11[Jiir_pe~rs·: his::::_fpmk:disCU$5ion about· .dfugs[ 
the: keynote aqdress; at Mol'!lhead· may explllin the·crowds he draws .. ! 
Stat'e .• · •. University's, ·- - · Morehead tries ·to' find; 
Fo_llJ!.~ers Day n~-- flt;. ·;.speakers\ for,_itsi annµa!. 
daY,,1•,: · .::,~<•,.•,-·.~ · celebration who will' ap-' 
¥~ though he'~_havilig · (peal to a .wide:rugei of, 
trouble selling hfs;llf~ !!tO:=· '-'peqple, Yancy said. Clin-'· 
ry ~ \O il?<>k pul!~h~1'9;· \ ton might find· -an audi, 
Roger Cllnto.n apparently«,: f\ence among 43 ~rcent of 
is a hot.''ticket,:m:Iecture,.,. itJiepeople'.:..::·thelpei:i:eiit-' · 
halls, sai~ , Judith: :)'.ancy, , _ l1.age _Qf .the vot~ hjs_ brother 
M_ore~ead s director pf,In, . :' earned in the 1992 · pres!•· 
sti~ti~nal relat!o.ns,ci. ,-'1 f.dential electi~n. -:·-,, ; ,·: 
He s very, very popular . . , -· The'first brother wil[be 
on the·~coljege ,circuit,!!;· Cllirton:· '-;- · :-_, paid $5 000 and """'''"'"S• 
.she said6•J~~:Y,-f.'...:\:.~·.,J ! ... ~;;.:v :-~~-:-f'-~ i·~f'{~·rrOi.:·~&~'peariiig f:~aftJ'the~ 
;:;, ~~e t~pli: .~tcin plans to dlscµss school's _72nd· b\rtiiday p!Ufyj'_;Th~ 
7' real ·A?I. e.~can valu~:~ may . .fees wil!,come,from donations"::••·; 
,come_ as a surpnse to some; consid- · . Past· _speakers at. .Moreliead's 
: ~ring he ~apnice convicted of deal, . Founders ' Day. Convocatioi(_ '.'and 
;ll)g .cocmpe. and has ackn~wledged : Awards · Ceremony includiv·news;' 
,problems with drug and alcohol ad, casters Edwin'Newman and Diane 
}.ictions. · '::, ,- __ . : · ,--. _- ' ,,Sawyer, gin;;um_er advocai!!, ~h 
- Not -to ~prIY,/lll!l:d'ik'.lln!=Y~' ~.o••,·f':l'~~er;-._~c;tOl;, V:i,nce11t:Pl;i£e, lin.<!;f.9r:, 
:ll<>inted:out that_ Cli)lton~h!l/l _faced,:1mer Peilioci'atic,presidentiaFnomi; 
-~ to his,prqbl~m~ll!l.~.1.h.Jls·~ten:•tnee,Geori!e:McGovem... , ! _'! _ .. _ '. 
·them. "He· talks about'.-su"--~ , - Clint : .. \'. .;;..,.,;..'h <is\ freel' 1 d. :.:,,, , . _u:;uauce.. OQSto1i,n,,_..,-..,. . an rww, 
, alluse, ,andx,!i,e', adii!iwto1.iti 11 ,l • Era. •! begin 'atfl0:30: a;p:i, :at Morehead'.& 
:has a Ill9-~m!'!5\i/{e i!lJout,Siilistam::iNt Button AllditoriilnL• 1 - ·:i: '<, .,ri 
1$XINGT0NJ:l~~: lE<INGTON;'Kvr■:FRIDAY; M!Rti.-1'• .1994)''-""d 
■ MOREHEAD""'"'=··~--.... , ... ·~ -=·~.......,-! • •• < • , ~ • ,, • -· • 
t.e·'"-:£: "'----:---· .. ---~----:i~--• .- ·""" --------
Cllnton's.bl'Qther to' speak: Roger Clinton,·:: 
also know1iias,the. "first brother," will speak at-·· 
Mor~a\~!afe\Q1fi~~fFowide!'ll Dayicel.~'1 
brationfAwiU};;\1!e,;1.1p1vers1!Y 81!11~un~ Pres1- -
·aemOmton's<recentlymlllTled-S1blmg-will-speak· 
at 10:30 'a'o{i/ri,Btittoh Audiioi:iunLHe is.expect,! 
ed to'shai:e'iii'emoiiiis of. h;l,'.olcl& brotheF"J:ifficials 
said, .!lllill~peakf~bQlitftli~sfrenglli.,gt lli,~l!,lliitq;i1 
~ ..... .1-w~,..:i:;.-A:.:.1.a.'t'n~J;!int;~1,1·~!!.Tli,i:in11hlfr:.i.iQ11i',1=11l:TI 

- --- -;mE'CQl:)~~Relt"l(fffli8J; . 
-- ,..,, ... --'4ir'••.c•-.,,.=·· . ---~·~-=--.. ,,.-~ .. ~~ .. ~ ... --.... --,.";fi'i'n"A ... ,~, 
:~~!!~~:s~~~!f P~J~!~~~:~!~~~:~;••:J~~,r~ . "·''-~-.-- ,,_e,.,.;, ;.,¼•t-~-•. ::•t ·'L.~;; ... 4-n·.,: .. ·'.~'1-ii.._;:,;;,,l\J~' .. -. _ _.4!t-' u"f'"~l;.lr"r~~l 
.. ~~!!i!.!lm~m.,.~__:_11. "".i~§;,;a.:,,=. !-.,Q;ff#B.111ge.b~r.~fll.~l .. ;t~i 
1 ·~ -~;.:~fl~r-{~:Jr7m'lr .. i.r}~J.r:::}::- :: ~T ~ . ..:: .. 1~!!0_:_.--: .u.·- -J:.J:C·;rtt1rnT .. 1 -~f )15."rlh;'~i;§';., 5-·:"•i;'\ :•:i~11~~ ... 1;~"'!!;,. N'et1Uiir~?.rlit~~.:. .~ _ 
. Byf,GIµ ,0-,~.0fiw!.l~•J. ·•,1(!.,~• ,. ru,::'~ong,!h!l.,1LroPQS.ai!;~.that~:ali£!1,--;-time::,-wnen1we-'saY,tliese p~~ 
~taff,V!7rite_r~i:. t,91ffn ~ . "'·,~'.-. ,parently-w!llnotbe·_finariced·are·~\> are·unportant'!-i:.:_ ·.2t,:c ,~,-.'!'.~~ 
;._ ·• _s~ ,-, ''"'''-'~f-ill •,,g-. 4-,,, -t>,pe~nt.mcrease--m Qenefits,fortc:: ,Only.a•handfuLof:lob~,IIP, 
· FRANKFORI'; n.y, .;_ There was· :Welfare families;· $500,000° for; Frankfort represents:thepoor.andl 
~ about The Stadium and Th~ spous1:-abus,e __ centei:5; _$512,000 :.needy, ~mpared:":1th ~e,.,lio~~l 
f;.ibrary an. f ;r/!t~t:te ...• ~8r~~~)'for childre. ns-.llDDl.. !11117-!I\\Dns;,JID· .. d.,,-,of'.lobbyists·for.,~ers1ti.~;1~N51~.1 
ects. . ,-.i i1:,-~•.,!""C:,;:·. , . •. 1..i:i1on: ~an $5,Jl!il;li~n m,rday:c!l!'8 ,,l)essesand profess1ons:~,JJ'-il,f~ 
· But you never lieili'd m'!':11 talk . subsidies for low,mcoD_Ie,f!"llllil!;!i·. . "We haven't created:·an atmOS-:·i 
about The. Welfare, Families. D~-, ,. Lawmakers . tenta~ly,; ~d:~,phere where a legislator· can1go,t -The Abused Women. , . agree to pay for sernces for dis-_ home and say •r stood up for- the t 
·, Advocates·f~r the_ state's mo;rt abled infants and toddl~rs and to· Cabinet for Human Resourcestl 
l/tllnerable res14!!!1~•,s,y, ,that 1l1 ~~e that !!1 .. ~n!al!Y; ill_ people,. budget,"' said Debra •Miller,i ilepl,~ 
· the.debate abol!t~i;,;_state budg~t y.,on t be_ P!-1t m JB!' wi~otit bemg~ uty director of Kentuc'"•,Yo;· 
lhell'· pleas for·laWlll8kers' help ~ with a cnme::''·: . · .. :· - .. :'3 ' - , , •• · · . .,,.,.- "·ea·•· ·i.; •. •tli' ·-::s:s.•·· f ·"'Wh. ed- ·th-- ··'.""'"Ii'· '.i.·;;r," Advocates Somehow it's,liettet ..· werewuwn ·outu3 • en=o -:- atconcern ose·w o ou-, · --- . ' 
businesses and llie:cliunoring for by for . the poor is that. human"' to take, home a·. golf. coursevli , .f=:~~~m:r~~ecteii'. ~ · ·=•~f=:~Jtt~ta~1i;g~f y~~e~~~\,f~fu:~e&~ 
, file budget.for, tlfe Cabinet fcir,Hu' budget;, while projecti;11fiirrstaiet1 Domestic:~ Violence ·•·Associati!ig! 
,l)IBD· ResourcesJ'A handful of new parks' and universities"·'remaiiied" noted that.two years ago1~~~1)"1 
services still is expected to receive at·· the forefront ,:: .. : though -those., era!-,Assembly·approved ,a se.nesJ 
funding; butmany projects will be projects ultimately got the ax;'too;' · of· laws· to helJ>· abused, '!0111~~ 
left-out. · , ... ~, •·.,·-cw·, . ·•"Funding our· most wlnerable·' The $5~,000 proposed thisi.y~1 
·,. "I would echo those sentiments citizens is always at the bottom•of · for sernces.at 15. shelters ;woulct~ 
· that we have,not: adequately ad- the list," said Anne-Joseph, who·' have been ·a large boost•inckeeps/1 
,·dressed the human,lieeds,'!· said heads the Kentucky.,Task--Force>, ing that help available.:., r.n~t.~f_'l 
,Rep.:Paul Mason;1-D"Whitesburg, on•Hunger:-Joseph·said slie'i'eal:. "We're not funding the serv!(;ei'~ 
ehairman,of.the!budgetlsubcom- ized the.other,projects were·.im:,,;i tliosewomen-need;~ CwT~rursaiih'{ · 
:mittee for human·resources: ·-''" plirtant;,l'but there.has:to.come,ali'"It's sort·of a'false,promise/W.,r:i 
, ••• ___ .._ ..,.~.: ---- t _, ·-· l ~~~~H...,_ ...... ' . ,._·, ( ...,_____ ' ..... 
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.H.!.1'?.h.~~1~~-er.a,I i~iW,~d,~,s~~YtJij;Bow~ ... ~9.'.-~~,l. 
·ff6m• Staff Dispatches·'·': ·: · ·' Baptist ~tin:h•in'~ling G~it::;;rial .'gifts g(t~' f!i~ ::w!lll•iry~;¥fl.;1 
· ;-- - .a:.;.c:, ':i:,41,;,:" ·, :.cu. with a pnvate burial~m · Fairvjew".-Natcher Scholarship •F)nid ili'.ci#e~ 
:,:•BOWLING',GREEN,"KyJ.:;.. Fu- Cemetery in Bowling·Green:-VJSil of Fll'St .B.aptlst· Church; '~l~E.'g 
, neral-arrarigementli>~ave•been set -tation will be a! Jo~n-Vaugb!(:-12th .St., ·. Bow~·.:'G~!l,-' f~1 
fpr U.S. Rep. W111imm'Natcher; Funeral Home m·Bowling Green"·42101: · Scllolilrships··:will ·'~ l 
l•ho died Tuesml}' night · · . from 1 to 4 anii· 7 t!) 9 p.m; Mon• - _ awarded to Kentucky stude0!5;t9,, 
: ·The_funeralj,will );>e,at 1 p.m., day and ~esday .. ,~,. - · - · _ &!fend 'Yes!,ern Kentu~ Umver1j 
CDT ;;w~-..: t~ Easnvood;.,::•rThefamily;suggeststliatJll).!llllO::::.!:Sltyc,..q . ..,. ;, ·1':l'1l~\fJi.1 . '. 
· .J r1 -~.;.~i.i:g:i.;!. ~;;.'i_;._J:,;,_l.::'i 1t...,:_._.:..._~t-·:·,~- . ..:., -.~-a.r.~,io·.1:g ..... u ... -'. ,J :5.,J..1 .....;.till~ .. .t.;.il fjf}j 
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Big Apple is MSU spring 
gala destinatioll Clubs in the Adron Doran University Center will be: 
By CATHIE SHAFFER 
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - To experi-
ence an evening out in New 
York, just make plans to. visit 
Morehead State University on 
April 30. 
"A New York Fantasy," the 
university's second annual 
spring gala, will whisk guests 
away to an evening in the Big 
Apple, complete' with a Broad-
way performance artd hours af-
terwards at various clubs. 
Students and alumni from 
the theater and music depart-
ments are joining forces to 
make the evening possible, 
guided by a _24-member steer-
ing committee. By the time the 
evening ends, well over 100 
students and community vol-
unteers will have been in-
volved in transforming the 
rooms of the Adron Doran Ac-
ademic Center into the New 
York hot spots. 
"Our agency, Eagle Fanta- · 
sies Inc., has developed a tour 
package that will provide gala-
goers an unforgettable evening 
as they are transported from 
New York City's. East Side to 
the West Side and all around 
the town;'' said Dr. Christo-
pher Gallaher, chairman of the 
music department and mem-
ber of the gala 'executive com-
mittee. 
Other executive committee 
members are Mrs. Ronald Eag-
1 in and Harlen Hanun. 
"Last year's Musical Fan-
tasy Cruise was such an over-
whelming success that we 
weren't sure we could top it, 
but our New York Fantasy 
tour is going to be even more 
·memorable," Eaglin said. 
The "travel agency" is offer-
ing two, options, she said, The 
first is tlie Gold Package tour, 
which begins with a 6 p.m. 
black'.tie dinner at Tavern on 
the Green (the president's 
home). The dinner will offer 
beef, chicken and fish entrees 
in a champagne buffet. 
The Blue Package tour be-
gins at Grand Central Station 
(the Academic-Athletic Center) 
with gala-goers arriving be-
tween 6 and 7 p.m. to catch the 
"subway" to Times Square, 
which will be filled with other 
tourists and street vendors. 
"Each new arrival will re-
ceive a city guide similar to 
the passports issued last 
year," Eaglin said. "It will con-
tain a map with all the various 
locations and an MSU Express 
Card. Each visitor's picture 
will be taken and placed on his 
card, which will then be his 
entry into the various night-
clubs that will be operating." 
All tourists will be treated to 
"Broadway Rhythms," a musi-
cal playing The Palace (also 
known as Button Auditorium) 
at 7:30 p.m., after which gala-
goers can wander from night-
club to nightclub. 
►The Palladium Room -
Big Band music with the Big 
Apple Swing Orchestra. 
►Carnegie .Hall - Classicai 
music. 
►Denim and Diamonds -
Country music. 
►Hard Rock Cafe - Nostal-
gic rock with the New York 
Rock and Soul Review. 
Food and beverages will be 
in keeping with the motif of 
each night spot, sind entertain-
ment will change every 15 
minutes in the clubs. 
The goal of the gala organiz-
ers is to raise $30,000 for the 
two departments, Eaglin said. 
Gold Tour package tickets 
are $125 per person, which in-
cludes a $100 donation to the 
university. The Blue Package 
tour is $50, and includes a $25 
donation. Corporate sponsor 
tables for eight, including the 
buffet dinner, are $1,000, of 
which $600 is a donation. 
Registration deadline is 
. April 15; tickets can be or-
dered by calling (606) 783-2659 
or sending a check in the ap-
propriate amount to A New 
York Fantasy, MSU Founda-
. lion, Inc., Palmer Development 
House, Morehead. Ky. 40351-
1689. 
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, Finallst to .Utad: M~rray vilthclrawif j 
;,. Ml,fflRAY;' Ky, +,1Pennsylvilnia State,iJniversity:admlnlstrator 
G, David Gearhart, Ii flnillstln Ml/rray State's presidential search,' 
has withdrawn from considerat{on; Gearhart, 41, Penn State's sen-· 
ior. vice president ·for devl!lop111ent and university. relations, told 
the Murray State'.search coil)lilitt~ of his decislon•Thursdliy,1~ 
-: . _"The pr115pect of leadlrig Mµrray State has been1,extreQ1ely a1; 
!Uiing, but the challenge Penn State. continues Jo ,.offer,, and the 
high regard my family and I have for the university, are more 
compelling," Gearhart said.''···' ,. ,,., 
. Departing President Ronald }!:urth bid farewell to students, fac-
. ulty and staff Thu!'5day, sa~ng he is leaving: with few regrets. _ 
The board of regents voted not to reneiv Kurth's contract, which 
expires June 30, and grented him, a sabbijlical beginning yester-
day, Regentsappqinted Provost D~. James B!Jot~_actiitg president. 
' - .,. .... 
11 1,_ vvunn::n-,JUUnl'iML, ,:,UI\IUAT, At-'HIL ::I, 1994 
Early ·in· Murray's search 
for a· new president, ·it 
sought.out ex-WKU chief· 
By JAMES MALONE charged on Easley's credit-card number to 
Staff Writer the office of Northeast _Missouri State Uni-
' versity President Russell Warren. The call 
Former Western Kentucky University · came during• a month in which Easley 
President Kern Alexander apparently was charged to the university calls totaling 523 
contacted early in- the search for a new · minutes and costing $151.42. 
president of Murray State· University, tele- Warren did not return a phone call from 
phone records indicate. · The Courier-Journal. 
Three calls to Alexander in late Novem- The September call to Warren, Easley's 
her were charged to a ctedit ~ issued to first, came three weeks before the regents 
Sid Easley,.chauman.of the Murray State. hired a consultant for $25,000 to screen ap-
presidential search committee. , plicants. 
-Murray records show the committee Easley also made calls in October to the 
didn't liave its first anno1111ced meeting uil- office of James Madison University Presi-
til Jan. 12. · dent Ron Carrier in Harrisonburg, Va .. An 
University telephone records also show assistant said he was not familiar with any 
_that calls ·charged on Easley'_s·credit card' discussions involving Murray State. 
were made to the president's office .at Two calls were placed in November to the 
Northeast Missouri State University and to Midway office of Midwest Construction 
the president's office at James Madison Inc., owned by Lariy Hayes. Hayes' experi-
University in Harrisonburg, Va. ence includes being secretaiy of Gov. Mar-
Murray State is searching for a president . tha Layne Collins' Cabinet, a University of 
to succeed Ronald Kurth, whose_ col)tract Louisville regent and a member of the state 
was not renewed. Murray's regents have de- Council on Higher Education. 
clined to discuss the status ilf the search. Hayes said Easley wanted him to identify 
The telephone records were sought under some suitable candidates for the Murray 
the state Open Records Law. In the )lniver- post. Hayes said he was not asked about 
sity's response, it deleted records of 10 calls being a candidate,for president. 
that it said were made to an "actual or po-. The search now appears to be focusing 
tential" candidate for president; The Couri- again ·on in-state candidates. 
er-Journal, however, independently veruied Records show no calls, however, to a fre-
the deleted numbers. · •. · • • quently mentioned candidate, Ken Wmters, 
Alexander, whose name had surfaced in- . a former Murray dean who·is now president 
formally in campµs talk about thejiresiden- of Campbellsville College. Winters said re-
cy last week, . declined to comment on the cently he has not been in contact with the 
calls or say whether he was a ·candidate for search committee or its consultant, but 
the Murray presidency. · • · there are persistent reports he will make a 
Now a professor ,at Virginia Tech in campus visit. 
Blacksburg, -Va., Alexander left Western in In a telephone interview, Easley brushed 
1988. He would not confirm that he had aside faculty senate criticism that the 
spoken with Easley. "Murray is an out- search process was cloaked in needless se-
standing school and I wish them well,!' Al- crecy. 
exander said in a brief telephone interview Easley said the faculty's desire for open-
Tuesday from his home. · ness must be weighed against his duty to 
· Three finalists toured Murray's campus "protect" people who would apply. 
last week. . "I t!1ink the faculty is exactly like the 
Easley declined to say whether he had search committee," he said. "They are vital-
talked with Alexander, who is regarded as ly interested that we get the right person 
an expert in school finance. this time. . . . I would have the same con-
On Sept. 22, a 39-minute call was cern if I were in their shoes." 
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Newspaper ·has right to evaluation 
of Bullitt ·superintendent, court says 
By BILL PIKE .' 
Staff Writer 
The state Court" of Appeals said 
yesterday that The Couri~r-Jolirnal 
has the right to inspect the 1992 
performance evaluation of Bullitt 
County Sch,ool Superintendent 
George Valenline. 
In reversing a decision last year 
by Bullitt Circuit Judge Thomas 
Waller, the court said the Board of . 
Education's evaluation of Valentine 
,ls a public record. . 
The law "clearly demonstrates a 
general bias favoring disclosure" in 
such matters, the niling said. 
Deborah Patterson, an attorney 
for the newspaper, said she believes· 
the ruling means school board eval-
. uations of all superintendents are 
public records. 
The Bullitt board sued in 1992 to 
keep the newspaper from reviewing 
Valentine's evaluation. after a state 
it was a public record. The board 
contended a newspaper r.eview 
would· invade Valentine's privacy 
and set a precedent that woulil 
make other employees' evaluations 
public records. · 
Waller ruled that disclosing Val-
entine's evaluation would make it 
impossible for the superintendent-to 
get "an open and honest evalua-
tion." Waller ·also said other public 
documents detailed Valentine's job 
performance. • . 
But the appeals court said the 
public would be better served by ac-
cess to the evaluation - even if dis· 
closure 'caused "inconvenience or 
embarrassment." 
The ruling doesn't mention evalu-
ations of other school employees. 
But it apparently gives the newspa-
per access to the evaluation of Don-
ald Ingwerson, former superinten-
dent of Jefferson County Public 
Schools. 
cess to Ingwerson's evaluation, Jef-
ferson school officials agreed to 
abide by !)le· outcome of the Bullitt 
case. 
· Dan C. McCubbin, attorney for 
thit Jefferson County schools, said 
he couldn't comment because he 
hadn't yet seen yesterday's ruling. 
Courier-Journal Managing Editor 
Stepheq J.- Ford said he was pleased 
with the ruling. "The performance 
of a superintendent ls tied with the 
performance of the schools," he 
said. • 'We've always maintained his 
evaluation is a public issue." 
Valentine, who didn't know about 
the ruling until a reporter· called 
him, said he would talk to school 
board attorney Eric Farris before 
deciding whether to ask the state 
Supreme Court to review the case. 
Farris was out of town and un-
available. for comment. The school 
hngr,I h~C! ?n tl'!:IUC! f'rnffl ........ .,. .. r1,.u +r. 
,~J-. MSU_ ARCHIVES 
I M-J.- IJ:-J. '.s3} $ 
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Jones·. might 
not call special 
budget session 
Governor hopes 
spending measure -
revised by April 15 
BY CHAD CARLTON 
HERALO•lEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU 
LOUISVILLE - Gov. Brereton 
Jones still plans to veto the budget 
bill passed by the 1994 General 
Assembly, but he might not call a 
special session to get lawmakers to 
rewrite it, he said yesterday. 
Jones said he will talk with · 
lawmakers about rewriting · the 
budget before they return April 15 
for the final day of the regular 
session. Lawmakers could pass a 
revised two-year spending plan pn 
that day, making a special session 
unnecessary, he said. 
"That is a possibility,., Jones 
said, "I wouldn't hold that out as a 
probability," 
Jones was in ):.ouisville yester-
day to attend the Kentucky Lot-
tery's fifth anniversary party and 
sign a bill that requires more 
accountability by the lottery corpo-
ration's officials. 
Jones vowed Friday to veto the 
budget bill and bum it because it 
didn't have any of the $100 million 
he had proposed for repair and 
expansion of state park facilities or 
money for other construction pro-
jects he had recommended. 
"The budget that was passed is 
. totally unacceptable,'' he said. "It 
will destroy our staie park system. 
· 11 will not allow us to make certain 
economic development investments 
that must be made to keep this 
economy going and prospe.ing," 
Jones also helped kill a last. 
minute revision of a health-care 
reform bill, which included a tax on 
doctors and other health-care pro-
viders that would pay for the 
Medicaid program. Without that 
tax, the proposed budget is uncon-
stitutionally out of balance. 
The governor and his staff will 
further review the health-care bill 
this week and decide whether to 
push lawmakers to pass it April 15 
or "take some other action, Jones 
said. , 
"If it was a good bill Friday 
night in the dark of night it would 
still be a good bill on the 15th in 
the light of day,'' he said. · 
Jones said it was unfortunate 
that the fate of the health-care 
reform bill ultimately got linked to 
the budget and construction pro-
jects, which are often viewed by_ 
lawmakers as political plums. 
"I predicted that if we didn't do 
health care in a special session, 
which I tried desperately to do, 
that it would get intertwined with 
the budget, there would begin to be 
trading taking place and that 
would not be in the best interest of 
health care," he said. 
The Jones administration joined 
forces late last week with House 
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo, D-
Prestonsburg, and House Speaker ~ 
Pro Tern Larry Clark, D-Louisville, 
who were angry that construction 
projects were left out of a compro-
mise budget plan. The coalition 
worked to try to kill the health-care 
bill and the budget. 
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Study finds broadminded ·minorities 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Minority college students are more like-
ly to eat, study and go out with people of other races than white 
students are, a study has found. 
Researchers with the University of Michigan and Arizona State 
University say their study debunks the idea that minorities social-
ize only among themselves. In fact, they say, the study shows that 
white students are most likely to stick together. 
The researchers surveyed 209,000 college freshmen from 390 
schools across the nation. Four years later, they sent a follow-up 
survey to 28,000 of those students; 6,107 responded. 
The students were asked whether they crossed racial lines when 
studying, dating and dining. . · 
I 
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Building U of L's future 
N
OW TIIAT the $7 million throws a net of connections over 
in state bonding for a an otherwise balkanized state. 
University of Louisville UK "belongs" to Louisville as 
football stadium lies much as it "belongs" to Paducah 
among Frankfort's budget casual- or Pikeville or Pine Knot. Or Lex-
ties, some additional comment is in ington. More tax money is sent to 
order. it from Jefferson County, by way 
We have supported the·admira- of Frankfort, than from any other 
ble community effort to build a county. Its two outposts within Jef-
new stadium. But no one should ferson County itself serve some 
approve of the counterproductive 11,000 students. 
mythology that's been used to justi- U of L's role is different. It car-
fy the state bonds: that U of L ries the state's urban mission in 
somehow "deserved" these bonds higher education, and provides ter-
because the University of Kentucky minal degrees and professional 
got such bonding authority when training in the largest population · 
Commonwealth Stadium was built. center. It is hugely important to 
We say "mythology" because it the economic and cultural welfare 
just isn't true. What UK got was of metropolitan Louisville. 
bond authorization tied to a real It deserves vigorous support. It 
source of revenue that would retire also deserves better, wiser support 
the debt. What U of L sought was. than the whining about how much 
an infinitely better deal: bonds not better UK is treated, · 
tied to any payback, but to a prom- The greatest disservice U of L's 
ise that the stadium would create supporters can do is to pit U of L 
enough economic activity to gener- against UK. The two schools 
ate enough new =======--==== should, in fact, 
5e~~t:n~~!~ -111\\f ~li(jf i!!t~':"~tftll [~~:7:i~~ 
example of .H!i~t}fijtJl~tl.9ij;;~~~L!l<;!~\jI ing costly dupli-
"poor u of L" r;m,e~7jtsIJ(pbligatip11jttQJi'.;i cation of pro-
~i~~~;i1~aii : fl!f!;-!~l1I;!li'~;1igJ.£§~!I~1~1tlI:i\JJ1~: f~~\ ~~gi!~~ 
L against Ken- 0j'•nd1culOUS{m ,as;ts--tlie-Pn institutions, the 
·/"_··· ... ,:.;:'._"··.::.::'-· :>•=-=f"<'.') :'..--.'·:z~-'. .\;,;,_,_, ~c<_-'·'J-~ \):".>\':'-?')'?:''·t 
tucky's state- ffatilJ:y :oomRatisoOiibtk&#l\ places where ~:e v{:vr1~; ~'.tilfn:!~~i1I1:111:[,ff~l':Wj"!lill,1l1\![~ E~;g~~;::J; 
tinely is shqrtchanged. tolerated. 
In truth, the state has been fairly One reason the regionals get by 
generous to U of L over the years. with it is that their supporters sue-
Since it was rescued from a bleak cessfully play the rest of the state 
future by admission into the state off against the big city interests. 
system in the early 1970s, U of L The anti-Louisville, anti-urban 
has received more than $1. 75 bil- trash talk was all too common in 
lion in state funds. An institution Frankfort during the legislative 
that would have otherwise strug- session. It made clear that using 
gled to survive has been rebuilt and the state's largest city as a foil is 
expanded, renovated and reborn. still a viable technique. 
Much remains to be done, but One way to break down the bar-
the idea that Kentucky has not met riers between Louisville and the 
its "obligation" to U of L is patent- rest of Kentucky would be to en-
ly ridiculous - as is the faulty able large numbers of students 
comparison with UK. The schools from out in the state to educate 
have separate, distinct roles. They themselves at U of L. 
are dissimilar in profoundly impor- Equally as useful as a stadium 
tant ways. would be five new dorms, filled 
Both belong to Louisville. Both with kids from Letcher County and 
ought to belong to the rest of Ken- Cumberland County, Hopkins 
tucky. The incessant complaint County and Ballard County, and 
from shortsighted U of L partisans places in between. 
is that U of L is Louisville's school Given the excitement of U of L 
and should be supported as such, football and basketball - athletics 
while UK is Lexington's school, or, being often a lure for students 
if not that, then the rest of the making college choices - the re-
state's asset. cruitment shouldn't be that diffi-
That thinking is worse than pro- cuit. 
vincial foolishness. 'It is damaging And huge numbers of state stu-
to U of L's best interests. dents living and learning in Louis-
UK is by law and by history the ville would do a great deal to ad-
pre-eminent statewide institution vance the economic health of Jef-
for research and service. Its arms ferson County - and the universi-
reach out through agricultural pro- ty's future. 
grams into every county; its com- So why not both - a stadium 
munity colleges decorate the map and new dormitories? Place them 
with doors of access for young within sight of one another on the 
Kentuckiins; in myriad ways, it CSX property. 
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Morehead football coach 
_has no time for the past 
BY RICK BAILEY 
H~RAU).lEADER STAFF WRITER 
MOREHEAD - Matt Ballard 
was jogging across Jayne Stadium 
after meeting with several More-
head State football players in the 
Eagles' weight room. 
Ballard, the new head coach, 
saw a Morehead baseball player 
pick up a football and fire a bullet 
pass to an "open" receiver at one 
end of the field. 
Ballard paused and asked the 
player, "Do you have any eligibil-
ity? Would you like to play foot-
ball?" 
The baseball player, being red-
shirted dQring his freshman year, 
was JP:Blair, a former star quar-
terback at Pikeville High School. 
And on April 14, Blair will report 
for the opening of spring football 
practice. · 
When he was hired earlier this 
month as interim head coach, Bal-
lard had one quarterback on his 
depth chart, Justin Wassel. Now, he 
has six candidates penciled in. 
Ballard also has a few more 
players on the team, up to 62 
including scholarship players. and 
,walk-ens. Seven Eagles, at his lat-
est count, have returned to off-
season workouts after announcing -
their plans fo transfer. 
Ballard prefers to use the word 
adversiry rather than turmoil sur-
rounding the Morehead football 
program since a stunning January 
announcement that university Pres-
ident Ronald Eaglin wanted non-
scholarship football by 1998. 
On March 7, Eaglin received 
permission from the Board of Re-
gents to negotiate a reduction in 
grants with the OhioValley Confer-
ence. His intent is for the Eagles to 
remain in the OVC in other sports. 
On March 11, head coach Cole 
Proctor was reassigned for the 
duration of his contract, which 
ends Dec. 31, 1994. 
On March 14, Ballard, 36, ac-
cepted the interim job for about a 
year. He could be considered for 
the permanent job when Morehead 
conducts a national search. 
Since his hiring, Ballard' has 
been meeting with his players, 
' handling a never-ending series of 
phone calls and preparing with his 
staff for spring practice. 
"I've been running around like 
a Tasmanian devil," Ballard said. 
"There aren't enough hours in the 
day. If there were thtee of me, 
tha~s not enough." 
Ballard's primary c_oncern has 
been the players, "spending quality 
time with them, evaluating them as 
players and students, setting goals 
for spring practice." · 
The first goal, Ballard says, is 
having fun. "Players often 1ose 
sight of that, but that's the reason I 
coach," he said. ''Between the white 
lines . . . is our playpen. Coaches 
can mess that up, and the guys can 
forget how to have fun." 
Ballard also hopes to develop a 
sense of team unity, to learn about 
the Eagles' competitiveness and 
work ethic and to "get the right 
_ __j)eop!e in the right place. It's sil_l!ple 
and basic but also important." 
Ballard isn't concerned about 
fully installing his offense and 
defense by the end of spring drills 
May 7, although the. Eagles can 
expect to pass frequently because 
Ballard is an ex-quarterback (at 
Gardner-\Yebb). 
But he is interested in moving 
forward despite the program's un-
certain future. 
"I don't care what happened in 
the days before I was hired " Bal-
lard said. "I'm not saying i don't 
care, but it's water under the 
bridge." 
Ballard understands the play-
ers' concern and frustratiorL "I had 
three head coaches in four years," 
he said. "No matter what the rea-
son it's like a death or a divorce. 
It's awful. You have to think about 
things, make your decision and go 
on." 
Ballard resists the image of 
"the new sheriff coming to town." 
"It's more like a plumber stop-
ping a leak or a doctor healing hurt 
feelings and broken hearts," he 
said. "I'm not a stranger, either." 
Ballard was a Morehead assist-
ant coach from 1984 to 1987 and a 
finalist when the head coaching job 
MOREHEAD. KY 40351-1689 606-783'2030 
was vacant after the '89 season. He 
had a 35-25-1 record in six seasons 
at Union College before he was 
fired after the 1993 season because 
of a difference of opinion with the 
administration. 
Even though he hasn't left his 
office, Ballard is busy recruiting. 
He will use every scholarship he 
has - 50 for the '94 season - and 
every cent of his recruiting budget. 
"I've been answering the phone 
and responding to queries," he 
said. "And it's been ringing off the 
hook with people ' looking for a 
quality program." 
Ballard dismisses a possible 
drop in the enrollment of minority 
students because of the cut in 
scholarships. 
"That's bogus," he said. ''We're 
not in· the quota business. We'll 
look at all colors, alLraces, from all 
states and all denominations. We 
recruit quality .... 
"There are guys finishing jun-
ior . college and community college 
and coming out of high school. _ 
We'll kick the bushes. It won't be 
for lack of effort." 
Ballard already is trying to 
motivate the returning players. Be-
fore they left on spring break 
recently, he gave them a copy of 
Morehead's '94 schedule. Each op-
ponent was listed as "Morehead 
Sta,te University." · 
"You should have seen the look 
on their faces," Ballard said. "But 
our opponents are ourselves. I don't 
worry about the opposition. We've 
got to take care of ourselves." 
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:Jones wants passage 
!of health-care bill, 
:new budget session 
By GIL IAWSON 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - It appears 
that Gov. Brereton Jones plans to 
ask lawmakers to pass a health-care 
bill and to support his expected vefo 
of the state budget when they return 
.to Frankfort April 15 for a one-day 
.meeting. 
Jones, along with some legisla-
tors, is unhappy because the scaled-
.down budget approved by the Gen-
.era! Assembly last week does not 
include money for many construc-
·tion projects he proposed. Jones has 
. promised to veto it. 
. . Jones apparently hopes his veto 
will stand and _he can call a special 
session to rework the budget. 
The health-care . bill was not 
passed by the House on the last reg-
·ular day of the session, but the 
.House could reconsider it when 
lawmakers come back April· 15 to 
consider vetoes. 
· Jones, who has made health care 
his top priority, surprised many · 
lawmakers 'by lobbying against the 
:health-care measure last Friday. He 
later explained he did so because he 
did not know what last-minute 
changes were made. 
Several lawmakers said yesterday 
they have since heard from Jones or 
his aides, although the administra-
tion has not announced its plans. 
"We'll make an announcement 
later" on the health-care bill, said 
Franklin Jelsma, Jones' chief of 
staff. Jones still plans to veto the 
budget bill, he said. 
Rep. Tom Jensen, the House Re-
publican leader from London, said a 
message from Jones' office Monday 
indicated the governor "was sup-
porting the health-care measure 
now .... 1 got the impression he'd 
like to pass it." 
Another Republican, Rep. Steve 
Nunn of Glasgow, said that he 
talked with -Jones Sunday and that 
the governor indicated he was will-
ing to accept the changes in the 
health-care measure. 
It will be entirely up to the House 
whether to go along with Jones on 
the health bill. Several House mem-
bers, including Speaker Pro Tern 
Larry Clark and Democratic Floor 
Leader Greg Stumbo, did not want 
to pass the health-care measure 
without reconsidering the projects 
left out of the budget. 
It's j>remafure to discuss what the 
House may do next week, said 
Clark, of Okolona. "I'll do my nego-
tiating with the first floor," where 
the governor's office is, he said. 
Stumbo, of Prestonsburg, said 
last week that he wants a special 
session on .. both the budget and 
health care. 
Projects not in the budget include 
$100 million in improvements to 
state parks, a University of Louis-
ville football stadium, expansion of 
the Commonwealth Convention 
Center in Louisville, a new conven-
tion center for Northern Kentucky 
and a history center for Frankfort. 
The health measure includes a 
tax on health-care providers to fi. 
nance the Medicaid program. With-
out jt, the Medicaid pi:ogram would 
lose about $600 million, about a 
third of its annual budget. 
Under the budget passed last 
week, any cuts in Medicaid would 
collie from reduced payments to 
doctors, hospita)s and other provid-
ers, said House budget chief Mar-
shall Long, D-Shelbyvllle. 
The Senate made the budget cuts. 
Senate President John "Eck" Rose, 
D-Wmchester, said it will be diffi' 
cult to find money for the projects 
through cuts in the budget and that 
a tax raise would face opposition in 
the Senate. 
Governor urges less secrecy 
; in· search for MSU president 
~ By JAMES MALONE . 
,.: Staff Writer 
<( . 
@ MURRAY, Ky. - Gov. Brereton 
~ Jones has stepped into the contro-
@ versy surrounding Murray State 
s: University's presidential search, 
J suggesting in a letter that candi-
~ dates' resumes be made public a 
a: week before they visit the campus. 
5 lt wasn't clear whether the gover-
J nor was responding to complaints 
!!! from faculty or acting on his own 
~ initiative.A spokesman could not be 
o reached for comment late yesterday. 
~ · MSU's faculty and staff have 
i!: complained that three candidates 
who visited campus were not identi-
fied until hours before they were to 
appear. They requested a week's 
notice to be able to check a candi-
date's record and relations with fac-
ulty. 
On March 29, regents said they 
would make a "good-faith effort" to 
· give three days' notice. 
Jones wrote James 0. Butts, 
"Murray State 
has had more 
than its share of 
difficulties in the 
past, and I 
would hope that 
you would 
promote an open 
and congenial 
search for the 
new president." 
Gov. Brereton Jones 
chairman of the board of regents, 
last Wednesday expressing concern 
about the lack of openness. 
"For some reason, Murray State 
has had more than its share of diffi-
culties in the past, and I would hope 
that you would promote an open 
and congenial search for the new 
president," he wrote. 
Word of the . letter came from · 
Nancey France, president of the 
MSU faculty senate, who said Jones 
sent her a copy. She said yesterday 
that she had not complained to the 
governor and was not aware of any-
one else having done so. 
Jones wrote, "From time to time, 
a governor might justifiably express 
concern or dissatisfaction about 
board decisions, but in the absence 
of extreme circumstances, a gover-
nor should be hesitant to intervene 
in university matters." 
Regent Frank Julian said he 
didn't think the governor had 
"crossed the line." And he said he 
favored anything that helped open 
up the process. "I'm all for it," he 
said. 
Butts told the Murray Ledger and 
Times that he interpreted the letter 
to be a suggestion, not a mandate. 
But regent Virginia Strohecker 
told the paper that Jones "should 
stay out of the internal affairs of the 
university." 
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By PAUL GoneRATH 
AND SAM ADAMS 
OFTHEDAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Ashland 
Community College officials 
are hoping for the best and . 
planning for the worst in the:, 
wake of legislative action last· 
week that• apparently killed: 
funding in the next biennium· 
. for a new classroom building 
at the school. . 
The Senate '·stripped•~all 
new capital projects from the 
state budget, including debt 
service for the $4;5 million 
ACC project; which school o(' 
ficials .said was essential to 
coping• vJith record .·enroll' 
ment at the school.. · ; . . : · 
ACC President Dr. Charles 
Da.ssance. said he was disap-
pointed. by the legislature's 
action, but he wasn't giving 
up on the· project for the 1994-
96 biennium. ·· •.• 
Lawmakers will return to 
Frankfort bn April 15 to con-
sider 'vetoes; and there is· a 
possibility,they .may-take fur-
ther. action, on-._the budget 
Gov: Brereton· ·Jorles''has; 
vowed to.veto ·the tiudget: bill· 
because it is,$600 million, out 
Of' bat3ri.Ce :~t_V:'1 ;·t;,.,-,, "!. ,::- '<,, >- i-t£"_ 1fiY ';- t 
"bur piaris are to stili friiio 
get it in the budget," Dassance 
said. "I still think there's prob-
ably some chance they will 
still put some of the capitol 
projects in the budget before 
this is over." 
If that doesn't happen, the 
school will have to cope as 
best it can over the next two 
years and hope that the 1996 
General Assembly acts more 
favorably toward the project, 
officials said. 
That will mean expanding 
off-campus classes, now about 
11 percent of all classes of-
fered, said Dr. Bill Vice, dean 
for academic affairs. 
ACC has classes at Greenup 
County, Lawrence County and 
East Carter high schools and a 
cooperative program at Ken-
tucky Christian College in 
Grayson. The school also is of-
fering 16 classes at the G.R 
Johnson Education and Eco-
nomic Center in .downtown 
Ashland. 
"Those are during the day, 
and Morehead (State Univer-
sity) uses that space at night, 
which is our biggest pressure 
point," Vice said. 
Total enrollment jumped by 
more than a thousand students 
in the last IO years, to 3,168 
last fall. The school has added 
part-time faculty to keep up 
with t)lat crush of students, 
but has no office space for 
those teachers, Vice said. 
Enrollment this spring is 
about 2,850. 
Vice said he didn't know if 
the school might try to finance 
part of the new building from 
local sources to get the project 
off the ground. The school has 
•a development council, but 
Vice said he didn't know if 
money it had raised for other 
purposes would - or could -
be diverted to construction. 
Dassance was out of town 
this morning and couldn't be 
reached for comment, nor 
could Bruce Leslie, a Greenup 
attorney who is chairman of· 
the school's advisory board. 
The new building would 
house 15 classrooms, about 16 
faculty offices and a learning 
assistance center with comput-
ers to help in tutoring stu-
dents. ' 
The legislature appropriated 
$310,000 in 1992 to design the 
building. Planning is expected 
to, be complete within two 
months, Dassance said. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
Wednesday, Ap~il 6, 1994 
Ashland needs 
four-year college 
I was dismayed about your edito-
rial downing the idea of a four-year 
college in Ashland. Rep. Don Farley 
and Mike Stewart are right in say-
ing our children deserve a four-year 
college; 
Many families in our area, largely 
because of the many layoffs from 
Armco and other businesses, can't 
afford to send their children to col-· 
leges like Morehead and pay higher 
tuitions and dormitory fees. There 
also are many husbands and wives 
in the Ashland area who would ben-
efit from a four-year college and are 
frustrated because~relocating or 
commuting is out of the question. 
All businesses in the Ashland area 
would benefit, more cultural op-
portunities would be available, and 
our area would become more attrac-
tive to industries that would create 
more jobs. 
Sure, a four-year college may be a 
little more expensive, but have you 
not considered endowments that 
surely would come from local indus-
tries as well as individuals? 
I am just one of several faculty 
members at ACC who are well-
qualified to teach junior and senior 
level courses, even graduate level 
classes. Personally, I taught upper 
division class~s and graduate classes 
at both Auburn and Marshall Uni-
versities during a nine-year period. 
Classes I now teach at ACC do not 
go beyond the 200 level (sophomore), 
yet some of these classes transfer to 
Morehead, Marshall and Eastern 
Kentucky as 300-level Gunior) class-
es. In these cases, all we would have 
to do is change a number, and no 
cost at all would be involved. 
Think about it, wouldn't The Daily 
Independent benefit if ACC offered a 
bachelor's degree in journalism? 
Jon P. Shoemaker, M.A., Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Biology 
,,..,---
The Daily Independent, Ashlan□, Kentucky, Wednesday, April 6, 1994 
Wlly .. Roger?· • 
First Brother is a poor· cboice 
to speak at MSU Founders Day 
Roger Clinton is a poor . poor role model who doesn't 
choice - as featured speaker seem to have ever really 
for Morehead State Univer- . grown up; He is an· embar-
sity's annual Founders Day rassment to the president in 
on Friday. The president's much the same way as broth-
half-brother is getting $5,000, er Billy was to President 
plus expenses, for making the Jimmy Carter. · 
speech. Previous Founders Day 
Committee chairman John speakers· have included such 
Duncan said Roger Clinton is respected notables as televi-
a "wonderful case study of sion journalists Edwin New-· 
someone who has overcome man and Diane Sawyer, 
problems, particularly with former presidential candidate 
substance abuse, and righted George McGovern and con-
his life, so to speak." sumer advocate Ralph Nader. 
The younger Clinton has Roger Clinton is not even 
admitted to "backsliding" close to being 11} the same 
into drug use after serving bracket with these people. 
time in prison on a drug- Surely Morehead, with a 
related charge. Although he rich tradition of providing 
has gained notoriety as a education and leadership in 
rhythm-and-blues singer and · northeastern Kentucky, could 
has tried acting, he never have found among its thou-
succeeded at anything until sands of graduates a person 
his half-brother became pres- of eloquence and substance 
ident. His demand as a speak- who would have been willing 
er would be zilch if not for to deliver a message ap-
his kinship to the leader of propriate for .Founders Day 
the free world. - and for considerably less 
Frankly, Roger Clinton is a than $5,000. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1994 
Public concerns led to Jones letter 
MURRAY, Ky. - Gov. Brereton Jones wrote a letter calling for 
more openness in the Murray State University presidential search 
because he "became aware" of concerns about how candidates 
were being presented to the public, a spokesman said yesterday. 
Jones aide Franklin Jelsma said he thought that Jones had re-
ceived either letters or phone calls from people concerned that the 
search committee was not releasing resumes of candidates until 
just a few hours before they arrived on campus. 
MSU faculty members claimed that did not give them sufficient 
time to informally confer with faculty at the candidate's home 
school. 
After he wrote the letter March .30 to James 0. Butts, chairman 
of Murray's board of regents, Jones learned that the regents 
agreed to release resumes at least three days in advance, although 
no guarantee was made. 
"The governor is satisfied with the whole situation now,'' 
Jelsma said. 
• ., 
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First ·- --· , "I learned what not . to do . said his life is rosier now. 
. ,,.-· ,; · . ;-. and thought that would be pro-
b th
·.,, .. ·· tection," Clinton said. · · . He announced to a crowd of about 150 who attended' his·· speech in Button Auditorium 
on MSU's campus Friday that 
on Thursday he had decided to 
return to college and complete 
his degree, something he said 
moments earlier he'd never" 
had the desire to do. 
ro er But ~e s_aid_."p~ying" ~at 
. began m JUmor high contm-
11 
ued into his years as a student CO ege.:) _. at Hendrix College in Conway, 
. · . . Ark., and eventually led to his 
b 
-' d'· :,; :__ arrest on cocaine trafficking 
- charges in 1984, for which he 0 un ,: ··•," spent about a year and a half "It's a valuable part of life," 
he said of a college diploma, 
·, .. ,•. t}.~r 
By JIM ROBINSON · ··,"-i:s,S,, .. ·. 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT . 
MOREHEAD -' "President 
Bill Clinton's brother detailed 
his troubled past to a More-
head State University audi-
ence Friday in a_ therapy-
session type speech·, arid" told 
them to learn from- liis lesson 
and prepare for-the(fti.ture. 
Choking up· twice-...:, once at 
the mention of his mother's re-
cent death and once while re-
vealing he intends to enroll in 
college this year ~ -·Roger 
Clinton, the president's young-
er brother, said he hoped his 
escape from substance-abuse 
problems serves as a lesson for 
the audience. 
But while the 37-year-old 
convicted cocaine dealer said 
he knows "in my heart that 
I'm helping people out there," 
he said talking about his past 
is therapy for him. 
"The bottom line is· it helps 
met Clinton told reporters. "It 
helps me immensely." ' 
Clinton's appearance Friday 
at MSU to celebrate the 
school's 107th anniversary in 
higher education was not' uni-
versally welcomed, acknowl-
edged school President Ronald 
Eaglin. . 
But despite the criticism Ea-
glin said he ~ought Clinton's 
rambling hour-long speech 
about his efforts to overcome· 
the effects·-of. an abusive,· alco-
holic father and .problems with · 
drugs was "moving'' and a 
"good message." . -. 
· .'.'Obviously if-was··:sirl.cere-
and from the heart;"·. Eaglin 
said . 
. state-Sen. ,Walter-Blevins; D-
West_ Liberty~ called•',Cliriton's 
remarks' '_'prett~'irlspiriiig" 
and particularly-poignaI)hfor, 
college-ag~:/lt.udel).tl;. icc: ;"•?> , .. 
Clintini 'said, tlie,same-adverc• 
sities that- helped· strengthen 
his brother contributed, to :his 
problems; He said lie thought· 
he was inlmune to drug prob-
lems because-of the lesson-he'd 
learned at the hands'. of-his· fa. 
ther, who died when he was' 
-·11. -- - -- ' - ---- -- -·-· 
in prison. 
He called his prison · stay a 
,"devastating," "growing'' and 
"educational" experience. 
1 "~d I don't have it." ·. _:...
1
.:i.;·; · .-i 
He said his trip to MSU, for 
which he was paid $5,000 plus 
expenses from private sources, 
'"indirectly" helped him make 
· up his mind to return to 
school. 
"I loved living on the edge," 
Clinton said. "Still have a lit-
tle bit of that in me, I guess." 
Married two weeks ago and. 
exp~cting his first child in the 
next two to three weeks 
Clinton, a musician anil actor: 
He said he plans to enroll at 
a college in California,· where 
he lives. 
"Prepare for the future," 
Clinton told the audience. 
"Don't let it sneak up on you. 
God just gave me my toughest 
test, and I passed it" 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL, SUNDAY, APRIL 10, 1994 
Rager. Clinton ready far college . 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - First biother Roger Clinton told Morehead 
State University students he plans to become a student himself by 
the end of the year. ·,; .. 
In an emotional ending- to an hourlong Founders Day speech -
Friday, Clinton told the crowd of 400 students and faculty m~m,· · 
bers that he wants to go back to college. "I decided yesterday on · 
my way here that before the year 1994 is out I will be enrolled in a 
college somewhere in California," he said. "And !will not get out 
of college until I get my degree." '-· 
Clinton, 37, talked about his battles with drug abuse, the time 
he spent in prison for eocaine trafficking, and his father's abuse. 
Clinton, who lectures at about IO universities every year,- was 
paid $5,000 plus travel expenses to speak at Morehead The~on-
ey came from private foundations; no public money was spent .. 
with Morehead~ crowd:--
- -,..l_;•~~-;- --~ . 
• . BY CHRIS PooRE· 
CENTRAL KEN!UCKY BIJREAU , , 
MOREHEAD - In a somewhat 
rambling and emotional speech 
yesterday, first brother Roger Clin-
ton warned Morehead StateUniver- · 
sity students to avoid the path lie 
took ~s a young man·•.:,,.;<;.• . 
Clinton, the rhythm and blues 
singer who is also President -Clin-
ton's half brother,. was-Ztli~,keynote 
speaker for Morehead's .;•Founders 
Day Convocation, a·-celeliration of 
the school;s 107th.1iirthday.J, · •. 
Clinton, 'ctl, talked. aliotit':his · 
battles with.-<!mg1a'6use!}Tlie''liJne;' 
h . t ,-"· ' .... ..,.,,_,m_•=·"'••"''J e: spen ··· 1m:pnsonr·,or,,,cocame, 
trafficking. His mother's death.--His · 
father's abuse. The·strength of his 
mother and brother: Hilf.nse from-
decadent youth to promismg'adult-
hood. . 
And, keeping with the educa-
tional theme of the day, his· on-
again, off-again relationship , with 
institutions of· higher learning. 
In an emotional ending to the 
h:ourlong speech, Clinton looked at 
the crowd of 400 students and 
faculty members and promised to 
go back to college. 
''I decided yesterday on · my 
way here that before the year 1994 
is out I will be enrolled in a college 
somewhere in California," he said. 
"And I will not get out of college 
until I get my degree." • · 
Some students and faculty 
wondered whether Clinton was the 
best choice to offer inspiration on 
Founders Day.-
"! was told it waS,SUpposed,fo 
be an inspirational · speech,"·• said 
Sherri Luka?.cek, a junior·' from 
Morehead. "But as far as· l' can· tell; 
his only claim to fame is that he is 
the president's brother![,;:,,:"'.,. --
Clinton, whose lecture circuit 
includes about 10 universities· ev-
ery year, was paid $.'i,000 · plus 
travel expenses to speak at More-
head. The money came from pri-
vate foundations; no public money 
was spent 
Past speakers at Morehead's 
Founders Day Convocation• and 
Awards Ceremony include journal-
ists Edwin Newman and, Dfuite 
Sawyer, consumer advocate Ralph 
Nader, actor Vincent -Piice and. 
former Democratic presidential . 
nominee George McGovem 
Plenty of people thought Clin- · 
ton's speech was on paf witli'past 
speakers. 
"I think it was kind of a 
moving address myself," Morehead 
President Ronald G. Eaglin .. said., 
"A lot of our students come·from a 
great deal of adversity. There were 
What about health care? a re-
porter asked. 
"Oh, I try to stay away from 
that doggone politic,µ stuff,". he 
said. "But I do thank you for Iiot 
asking about Whitewater." 
The Daily lndepenaent;-Ashfana;"Kentucl<y~- Thursqay, April 7, l9~A= 
Roger .. Cl~nton ti_as 
nothing]:o_offer_ ·. 
When your paperinformed me 
that Bill Clinton's brother is to 
speak at the Morehead State Univer-
sity Founders Day, I was puzzled. 
Why? What could a college dropout, 
convicted junkie, third-rate musi-
cian have to tell us of the. MSU com-
munity? 
Roger Clinton never had a steady 
job until his brother's influence paid 
off, and no one with any honesty or 
musical knowiedge can say he could 
have ever gotte11 a recording con-
tract without a brother as U.S. pres~-
dent. 
A reasonably.successful and/or ed-
ucated person wotil.d ha've been a 
better choice for speaker and given 
our university honpr. _ 
How large is. Roger. Qlinton's 
speaking fee here? Who' authorized 
this spending? Does any of it come 
out of student fees? · . 
I wish they had read about Billy 
Carter or called "Fredo" from the 
Godfather film. 
Greg Thomas La-Uberte 
• -'-''-"ii...,_ Morehead 
LExlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, lExlNGTON, KY. ■ FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 1994 
No joking matter 
I read in the Herald-Leader that Roger 
Clinton would make the Founder's Day 
address at Morehead State Univer.,ity. At 
first I hoped that this was a sick, 'not too 
.funny April fool joke. But I have learned 
that Roger Clinton will indeed make the 
main address on Founder's Day. 
First. I wonder how that must make 
Adron Doran feel. Doran, past president 
of Morehead State -University,. has been 
named luncheon speaker in deference to· 
Clinton. '· ·· 
;' !.it~ . · . ..] 
. Secondly, can the top administrators at 
Morehead State University-be so out of 
touch with the intellectual community that 
they think a clown like ''First Bubba" is a 
fit speaker to present.to their students and 
faculty? And what does Clinton have to 
offer the university community? Will he 
tell them how to abuse drugs, sing second-
rate country-western music; or how to get 
married just before the baby is due? 
If indeed, this is the intellectual level of 
Morehead's top administrators and the 
kind of speaker they spend· state money 
for then perhaps they should be investi-
gated, or do they wish to make Morehead 
the laughing-stock of the univ~ity sys-
tem?. 
ANN MCGINNIS 
\.EXINGTON 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 1994 
Open meetings law affects colleges 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Meetings of university senates and even facul-
ty gatherings in academic colleges and departments are probably COV• 
ered by the _Kentucky OJ!en Meetings Law, the atto~ey_Jleneral's of-
fice said yesterday. · · · · · " 
The letter by Assistant Attorney General Ross Carter,stressed·that 
the letter to University of Kentucky general counsel John Darsie was• 
not a formal· opinion and did not,cany the force of law. . 
But it ·was also fairly explicit about guidelines to de\emiine. what• 
kinds'ofiitieetings>ofimiversity officials would be covered by.th1Hi~.11 
Carter said tbe intent of the law was not .to open. every possible 
meetiiig;ot'iiicfiniiilstratlw".'persoruiel in govemment·agerfcies .. Biiffhe · 
said groups that act as a unit on officially. delegated tasu,are general-
ly covered by the law. · -
In the case of universities, that ,definition would apply to,university 
senates, college faculties and departmental faculties, Carter~ said. · 
Carter said, however, that not every meeting of those bodies would_ 
necessarily. be covered by the law. "If a meeting iir coriteniplated:cir · 
scheduled at which neither action will be taken ·nor public business 
discussed, the meeting need not be open to the public," he said. 
Public business would include .such things as. the exp~t!iture of. 
public funds, determining the types of services offered by an°agency or 
its re~ns or even personnel.matters such ~on, bene-
fits or duties of public employees, . Carter saiil: . 
Th_e Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,_ April 1_0, 1994 
MSU football'" 
coach:_::Upbeat 
more in step and maybe with a 
few more smiles on their 
faces," he said. "You don't 
come into a situation like this 
and wave a magic wand· or, 
overnight, have it become per-
fect and fixed. 
By TONY CURNUTTE 
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - New More-
head State University interim 
football coach Matt Ballard be-
lieves there's no other way to ' 
tackle the Eagles' ambiguous 
situation but to line up and hit 
it head-on. · 
"Is there a big job ahead? 
Yes. Is "there a challenge 
ahead? Most certainly," the 
former Union College coach 
and MSU assistant under Bill . 
Baldridge said. ''If it.wasn't a 
big job and a chaJ.1.e:rtge;-J 
wouldn't want to be liere}·:d':··•• - - ..,. .... ;,:::.;.,. 
"There's nothing more satis-
fying than to come· into a sit-
uation and try to make a dif· 
ference in young people's lives. 
That's the driving force behind 
me." 
Morehead State University 
president Thomas Eaglin is ne- . 
gotiating with the Ohio Valley 
Conference, of which MSU is a 
member, to reduce the number 
of football scholarships manda-
tory for conference competi-
tion. 
Eaglin has said that he 
would like Morehead State to 
be a non-football scholarship 
institution by 1998 but that has 
not been formally established. 
MSU sports information di-
rector Randy Stacy said that 
he had heard estimates of 14-16 
football players requesting 
transcript transfers to other 
institutions but no clear num-
ber of defectors will be certain 
until spring practice begins 
Thursday. 
Ballard, who will coach for 
at least one season, has tried 
to be empathetic to Eagle play-
ers' uncertahtty about the 
school's football future. 
"We've got to keep our focus 
on why we're here," Ballard 
said. "We're here to educate 
people and to help them get 
their degree. It doesn't start in 
the weight room or on the foot-
ball field. It sta,rts with getting 
to know them as young people. 
. "We didn't start timing them 
or testing them to see how 
much they could )lench press 
or run the 40-yard dash. We 
started by sitting down and lis-
tening to who they are and 
where they are · as people; in, 
side the heart, inside the 
mind, those are the things 
we've been dealing with, 
"We have been direct with 
them as. to where. they want to 
head and what they want to 
accomplish as students and 
football players."· 
Ustenlng-ears· 
_ Ballard_ is equall_y_uncertain_ 
about how his message has 
been taken. 
"I can't speak for them, but 
it looks like people have been 
"The things that have gone 
on here - the broken hearts, 
the hurt feelings, the frustra-
tion, all the emotional feelings 
- have been building ·over an 
extended"period .of time." 
Ballard replaces Cole Proc-
tor, who was in the final year 
of his contract and reassigned 
I Wifuin the university. , . •,,{: 
I "When you lose a coach, no 
matter what the reason;; 
there's emotions involved and I 
it's like a divorce or death in I 
the family," he said. "I know 
what that feels like. I had' 
three coaches in four years 
when I played in college. When 
I 
I was _at Georgetown College as 
an .ilSSistant, ' there had been 
, four coaches in five years. Be-
fore I came to Union, they had 
had three in four years." I 
i Eternal optimist ' ' Morehead State can havel 
success, Ballard maintains,: 
though that may depend onl 
one's definition of the term. : 
"I don't have a pessimistic) 
negative bone in my body," ha 
· said. "There's not.any doubt iO: 
my mind - none - that we're 
going to do it here. We have to 
think that way if we're gain~ 
to accomplish soniething. : 
"Young people·•-have, to bei 
lieve in themselves, No. l, and! 
No. 2, reach out to the teani 
and have genuine cancer~ 
about each other.'s welfare an 
the well-being of the team 
Then you b_elieve in wha 
you're doing. When you've go 
that, you'd better get out of the 
way because you're going to d~ 
great things." ! 
Part of that success will 
most probably include locall 
recruited players. - . · 
"I sure hope so. I know i 
will not be from. a lack of effort 
on our part," Ballard saidJ . 
"It's very, very important tt 
recruit very hard the homr 
base .. And for us, it's this f!l-
gion. There are some treme~- · 
deus football played in thi~ 
area and there's good folks. : 
"We hope· to get every quat-
ity student-athifile in whicll 
Morehead State is the rig!Jit 
place for them. MSU'.is not for 
everybody, the University df 
Kentucky is·not for everybody. 
Schools can't be all things to 
all people. If Morehead is the 
right place, then we're going t_o 
find a way to· get that person 
here whether he lives 15-20 
__ minutes_dwtL.the .road, .. an .. 
hour or 13 hours down the 
road. · ; 
"Hopefully, we'd have a lot 
nf-1vnnnu .mPn" ;n, .. thi~ 8TP.R: that 
l..Ex!NGTON:HEJ\"A~~-IS>SIJNDAVrAPRi1.HoFf994l 
Fat4isaB1;~c .. 
• . ~c~-. 
p'oliticsf: . 
shouldh'.:t': be· 
KET's·· role 
Gov. Brereton Jones ·appeared on Ken-tucky Educational·Television the Friday night of the last day of the 
General Assembly and drove a hot stick 
into the legislature's eye. 
He complained that a "few members" 
of the legislature showed "arrogance and a 
great insensitivity to the people's needs." 
The legislature had 
"reached another low · · -· 
point," he said, as "high-
paid lobbyists have~ ~-: 
more control over ·some'·· 
legislative leaders''tliarit 
do the average hard:· .. ~ 
working people of this 
commonwealth." · BltL: 
It was ugly- stuff. 
And not only did the BISHOP,,: . 
governor's talk iliterruilHERALDUAoER:• ... 
the normal KET,sched-•1• -, .. , ..... •,;,,;;.,,•~-~ 
ul b t 't . ;_' to' -~•.>:,Q)UJMlj!ST,;,,.•.-.. ; e, u-1 was rea -:··-<-•. • ,. - · 
every television station·"· '. ... ,. · : , · 
in Kentuckyjust in time to hit the top of 
the evening news. Uones' talk was carried 
live by some stations in both Louisville 
and Lexington.) It was a broadside attack, 
partisan and decidedly non-ajucational. 
Legislators pitched a hissy. House Ma-
jority Whip Kenny Rapier; looking like he 
might implode in anger, called Jones 
"childish" and the speech .a "cheap shot" 
Legislators felt they had. been blind-sided 
and back-shot, and the weapon used to 
cause them pain was- a state-owned, state-
·operated educational television system, 
KET. ·., ...... , :.:/, 
','I don't ·recall such'a,_blatant-use Qf 
KET for partisan reasons'.at iiny,time in 
tlie past," says Ferell-Wellman,,a former , 
Frankfort reporter foni' EouisvlllMelevi; . 
~ion station and now_a·professor of broad-'. 
·cast journalism at Georgia Southern Uni-
versity. ''That's certainlf new grolll.l~.''. •.. 
T Wellman says KET-would hllvebeeii I 
safe by giving _legislatoni;eqiial.' time. to 
respond to the governm's'reriilirlcs; ·Tliat 
didn't happen, There was no discussion of 
putting legislators on the air until Legisla-
tive Research Commission chief. Vic Hel-
lard called the network later that evening. 
~~- • ·.\j'_h•· ·-.·~•~•1,,...• _:;·, ,', .. 
"They (KET offiqii1$) .did' \!cit ~l us," 
Hellard says, After thiigovemor's broad-
side broadcast, Hellard called Donna 
Moore, KET's deputy, executivEFdirector. 
Moore, Hellard says, "did. mal<e an offer 
(of time) after I called them, but there was 
simply not time to think about:doing 
anything.'' The evening ended 1vith the 
governor able to strike fast and withdraw 
from the electronic field unscathed. 
This case ~ses ~ importimt ques, 
tion, one best expressed.by..Wellman. KET 
has a duty to encourage public debate, 
Wellman.says, ''but shoulil.it bea plat-
form for a governor to express dissatisfac-
tion with the l~lature?'' Wellman. thinks 
not By' givingJoiies unopposed nine on 
the network to excoriate the legislature, 
Wellman thinks KET has "b.roken some 
dangerous ground." · .-1\",\f~• ., .. · ~: _: __ 
KET executive director Virginia Fox 
.... -agrees:~e made a-llaifjiJl,~J;'ii;i:_5ajd . 
this week. ''We were asleep at the tiller.'' 
... Part.of the-~~lem/Fo~ says, was-the 
confusion of ~,daf;'F'pxsays1{ET,~ .... ? 
officials had no idea liow raw things had 
gotten between Jones and the legislature. 
Nor were they told the content of Jones' 
address in advance. 
The· main catch, however,.is KET's 
dual role as both a conduit, a way to . 
transfer, information around the state; and 
the operator of its ow:n broadcast station. 
KET has a role as technician and editor, 
On April 1, Fox thinks, it failed to note the 
difference. 
To run Jones' talk on the satellite was 
the right decision, Fox says.-That fulfills 
KET's role as an information pipeline. To 
allow the governor to interrupt KET's 
regular programs to make an unanswered, 
partisan attack, however, was a mistake. 
·},Fiix:'doesn't'-"ilee'~'~ bli&"f:lais'11ere.•• 
Jones wasn't as'inter~ in' geffing·oii · ' 
KET as he was in obtaining.a high-quality 
feed to local comm\!l'cial stations. : . ' · . 
Still,~ thenetof satellitesand:;.ible' 
systems becomes more intertwined;,Well-
man is right to see KET's•role in·the last· 
hours of the legislature as "dangerous 
ground:" KET should·be a·plaoe for.vigor: 
ous debate. But when a governor (or a 
group of powerful legislators) can com-
mandeer the airwaves for mean ends, 
Kentucky loses. • 
i MSU_ ARCHIVES 
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Spalding welcomes 1:R.· Oates, 
who becomes president in July. 
. . . 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
trustees, faculty members arid stq_; outdoor photography. The latest is 
dents that considered 60 appli- ''WISconsin River Images," a.98-
cants. page book published in January, 
Spalding University's new For Spalding board chairman about the preservation of the low-
president is a seasoned campus Joe Corradino, Oates' warmth and er WISconsin River. His 1979 dis-
administrator with a great love of sincerity were qualities that set sertation was a photographic and 
the outdoors - and the ability to him apart. "He makes you feef editorial study of the routes and 
capture that feeling in · photo- like. he cares for you and the uni- journals of the early French and 
graphs so powerful they were the versity," Corradino said. English fur trappers in the Great 
basis for his doctoral dissertation "From the way we negotiated Lakes and Mississippi Valley. 
in American literature. his contract, it was clear he was Oates, who is married and has 
But those credentials weren't looking for a place ·to call home four sons, plans to get his two ca- . 
the primary topics of discussion rather than a stepping stone to . noes · into Kentucky's rivers and 
for students gathered at the Louis- another university."· lakes as soon as possible, he said. 
ville school yesterday morning to The contract says Oates will While it's too early to set many 
. greet. Thomas R. Oates, 49. · stay at Spalding for at least three goals for his presidency, Oates 
Social work student Stefani years and says a year can _be add- said, he does want to attract more 
Tucker, a junior, was more inter- ed to the contract at the end of students from other· states and 
ested in the 1,200-studentSpald· each year if Oates and ,the trust- countries. . · '. . . 
ing gaining the perspective of ees agree. . Under the guidance of a five-
Oates' experience at. Georgetown Since 1989, Oates has been di- year plan developed by Egan and 
University in Washington, D.C., rector of an academic organiza- the board, he also will work to ex-
. which has about 12,000 students. tion that gives scholarships to pand Spalding to the range of 
"It's new and exciting," Tucker poor students in Central America 1,600 to 2,000 students. 
said. and the Caribbean to study in the He also knows that he wants to 
Tori Morgan, a senior in mid- United States. It had a budget of . maintain the spirit of the schooL 
die-school education, was taken $15 million. He learned about that spirit 
by. anofl!e_r -~ _Q( the pe\\'. Oates was dean of the Universi- - ~unday _nigi!t while talking to a 
1 president. - . . . .. . _ · · ty of W1SCOnsin Center campus in student, Oates siµd. ·· : .'. , 
· : "He's a man," Morgan said, Richland Center, WIS;, from 1985 "I asked where she wanted to 
1 chuckling. "We· don't ·get too · to 1989. From 1981 to 1985 he was be in five years," Oates said. "She 
many of those around here." chairman and associate professor · ~d that she wanted to be run-
Oates will become president in the journalism department at St. niilg a, health clinic in Appala:-
July 1, succeeding Sister Eileen Michaers College in Wmooski, Vt. chia." 
Egan, Spalding's president for 25 As a scholar, Oates has man- That's not the kind of response 
years. · aged to combine his academic and many students at Georgetown -
He was chosen after a six, personal. interests through books and peltlaps most other schools 
month search by a committee of and research projects featuring his - would give, Oates aid. . . . 
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Morehead cheerleaders cham~s ·· · 
MOREHEAD, Ky: _:_ The Moreheacfsiaie U~e~lty -~ity: 
cheerleaders are No. 1 in their division for the fifth time. · ' " · 
The squad took the crown in Division fat the National College 
Cheerleading championships held in. San .. Diego last weekend.· · 
MSU competed against 14 teams, including thos~ from the Uni-
versity of North Carolina-Charlotte, Wright State University in 
Dayton, Ohio, and Eastern Kentucky University. _ . 
Morehead also won the national title in· its division in · 1988, 
1991, .1992 .and 1993. . ·- · - -. · 
' 
LEx1NG'i'otrl'IEfiiilli'.llii>eR~liii1NGTON, Kv'. ■ TUESD~Y, APRIL 12;' 1994 
■ MOREHEAD · · -, · · 
_,.,._,_.,. • - .·-",,-':o'.:.c:t_:,..~•,<:.-·,-~••· •.;'.~.-.,.·:,"a"a: ' 
Mo.rehead cheerleaders tops In dMslon: 
The Morehead State University'varsity cheerlead-
ers aieNo. rm-their division for the.fifth'time. 
The squad·took the crowri in Division I at the 
National College· Cheerleading championships in 
San Diego during-the.weekend MSU competed 
against 14 teams, including University of North 
Carolina-Charlotte, Wright State University and 
Eastern -Ket1tucky Universit¥, , , .. 
~dSU Clip Sheet 
A sampling of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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Jones weighs 
easy way out 
of budget woes 
By TOM LOFTIJS 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Brere-
ton Jones and his top aides are con-
sidering what _would be an easy way 
out of the dilemma they face in try-
ing to restore construction projects 
to the 1994-96 budget without rais- . 
ing taxes. 
, The solution could be to simply 
anticipate more revenue - perhaps 
was perhaps that was the way they 
were going to try to approach it," 
said House Democratic Whip Kenny 
Rapier of Bardstown. 
House Democratic Floor Leader 
Greg Stumbo, of Prestonsburg, said 
that .the governor suggested options 
for resolving the budget problem. 
When asked if one of those options 
was simply that a fresh look at up-
dated state tax receipts showed that 
the state could already have the 
$30 million -
from existing 
taxes to pay for 
at least some of 
the projects. 
· money, Stumbo 
------------ said, "There has 
The governor 
said again Mon-
day that he will 
veto the budget, 
which lacks the 
projects that he 
proposed in Jan-
uary. The pros-
pect of a budget 
with the con-
"There has always been, 
since I can remember, the 
temptation that when the 
always been, 
since I can re-
member, the 
temptation that 
when the shoe 
gets tight to 
raise revenue 
projections." 
shoe gets tight to raise 
revenue projections." 
Stumbo said 
for such a solu-
tion to work, 
· House and Sen-
'>' 
Rep. Greg Stumbo of Prestonsburg, 
House Democratic floor leader · 
struction proj- . 
ects restored would make it easier 
for the House to pass Jones' health-
care reform plan, which died there 
earlier this month; 
Jones and his aides declined yes-
terday to discuss their strategy. But 
Jones met with at least four of the 
five House Democratic leaders. And 
while those four were vague and 
guarded about the discussions, they 
indicated that the option of paying 
for the projects without raising tax-
es was discussed. 
"It seemed to me the indication 
ate leaders 
, would have to 
agree that updated revenue fore-
casts "must be completely verifi-
able." 
After hearing· second-hand re-
ports that the governor was consid: 
ering such a solution, the House 
and Senate budget committee chair-
men said yesterday that they had di-
rected their staffs to analyze new, 
·optimistic revenue numbers to see if 
they show enough of an upward 
trend .to generate the needed mon-
ey. 
Rep. Marshall Long, D- Shelby-
ville, the chairman of the House 
budget committee said, "We heard 
the rumor they're looking at that as 
part of the solution, so we've asked 
our staff to see if it will work." 
Senate President John "Eck" 
Rose, said he's heard the same ru-
mors, and he said he's strongly op-
posed to revising any revenue pro-
jections unless he can be shown 
with absolute certainty the higher 
revenues will be realized. 
"I've been hearing the Easter 
bunny's been in Frankfort," Rose 
said. "I'm Skeptical." 
On April l, the House and Senate 
gave final approval to a 1994-96 
budget that had been stripped of 
hundreds of millions in high-prior-
ity construction projects, including 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
the $100 million plan to renovate 
. state parks, a new University ~f 
Louisville football stadium, the Uru-
versity of Kentucky library, exp~n-
siim of commonwealth Convent10n 
Center in Louisville, and a conven-
tion center for Northern Kentucky. 
The Senate.originally stripped the 
projects from the budget when it 
concluded , that the state could not 
afford them - largely because the 
Senate would not pass a measure to 
raise property taxes on manufactur-
ing machinery. 
Long said yesterday that it. would 
take about $30 million to $40 mil-
lion a year ~ above official projec-
tions made in January - for the 
state to retire bonds for.the projects. 
The administration yesterday re-
leased figures that showed revenues 
are running far ahead of expecta-
tions. Through the first nine months 
of tis fiscal year, the General Fund 
is grew at a rate of 5.8 percent. And 
growth of only 2.3 percent is needed 
to balance the budget this year. 
Charles Haywood, an economist 
with the University of Kentucky 
who advises the administration on 
revenue trends, said• that revenues 
through the first nine months of the 
fiscal year show "We'll be on target 
or slightly above our estimate. I 
would say we stand a good chance 
of being $30 million to$50 million 
ahead of our estimate for this year." 
If the existing General Fund tax 
base does produce that much more 
this ·year, then the state could have 
enough money to pay for the proj-
ects. Haywood declined to speculate 
- 0; ~hether that would be prudent, 
saying his expertise is only on the 
revenue side. 
Jones Cabinet Se_cretary Kevin 
Hable declined comment on the 
matter. 
Jones, who said he will veto the 
budget bill today, has said that the 
state parks system vitally needs re.-
pair and that the other projects h~ 
proposed are vital for the state•~ 
education and economic develop-
ment needs. House Democratic 
leaders indicated yesterday th~t-
they expect that the House will not 
overide the veto of the budget. , 
The Democratic leadership 
planned to meet this morning to dis-
cuss what to do about the budge,t 
bill when the legislature reconvenes 
on Friday for the final day of th~ 
1994 legislative session. 1 
· House Speaker Joe Clarke said i,t 
appears unlikely that there will br 
time to work out the necessary par-
liamentary manuevers to revise and 
implement a budget on Friday. He 
said that if Jones' veto stands, then 
any budget solution would be 
worked out at a special session· be,-
fore the current budget period end!; 
on June 30. · 
1Jones team 
II 
raises revenue 
projection 
Administration tells lawmakers millions 
will be available for building projects 
BY CHAD CARLTON 
AND JACK BRAMMER 
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU 
FRANKFORT ---' Gov. Brere-
ton Jones' administration is trying 
to convince lawmakers· the state 
will take in more money than 
previously expected - perhaps 
enough to pay for many construc-
tion projects cut from the budget. 
Administration officials are tell-
ing lawmakers they expect the 
state will collect an extra $25 
million to $30 million this fiscal 
year, which ends June 30. 
The extra money would be 
recurring revenue, not one-time 
funds, meaning the state would 
take in about $60 million more than 
expected in the next two-year 
budget. 
The governor plans to veto the 
scaled-down budget. today because 
it lacks money for $100 million in 
renovation and construction at 
Kentucky's siate parks and mil: 
lion_s of dollars in other building 
projects around the state. 
The extra money could provide 
much of the $40 million needed to 
pay yearly installments on the 
multitude of politically important . .\ 
construct10n projects. 
House Democratic leaders met 
yesterday and agreed not to over-
ride the budget veto, making it 
likely that Jones will have to call a 
special session for lawmakers to 
rewrite the two-year, $24 billion 
spending plan .. 
The Senate plans to override 
the veto. However, the veto will 
stand unless the House also over-
rides it. 
Senate Democratic leaders are 
scheduled to meet today with Jones 
and House Democratic leaders. 
· Administration officials were 
mum yesterday after huddling with 
House leaders yesterday in the 
Capitol and talking to some leading 
Senate lawmakers by phone. 
But several· lawmakers ac-
knowledged the Jones administra-
tion is tossing out brighter revenue 
figures for this fiscal year. 
Senate budget chief Michael R. 
Moloney said the administration 
expects about $30 million more in 
tax collections than previously ex-
pected. 
Moloney said the legislature's 
chief economist, Larry Lynch, 
agrees there's an economic scenario 
that might mean an extra $30 
million for the state. 
Tax receipts 
are ahead 
so far for 
fiscal year 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
. FRANKFORT - Tax re-
ceipts for the General Fu1:d 
jumped by 12.9 percent m 
March rebounding from a 
Febru;ry weather-related dip 
and putting the state well on 
schedule to meet its "revenue 
needs for the year. 
Receipts for the first nine 
months of the fiscal year were 
up 5.8 percent over the _same 
period a year ago, accordmg to 
figures released yesterday by 
the Finance Cabinet. The Gen-
eral Fund needs to grow by 2.3 
percent for the year that ends 
June 30 in order to balance the 
budget. 
Total receipts for March 
were $370 million, buoyed by a 
20.8 percent increase in_ sales 
tax receipts compared with the 
same month a year ago. Sales 
tax receipts, which usually run 
a month behind actual sales, 
fell sharply in February. pri-
marily because of the wmter 
storms that shut down much 
of the state for a week in 
January. March receipts seem 
to show that many of those 
sales were recouped, despite 
the fears of many retailers. 
Individual income tax re-
ceipts were also up sharply for 
the month, reflecting a steady 
rise for the year. State officials 
continue to be optimistic that 
all income tax refunds will be 
paid on time this year. In past 
years, refunds have been held 
to balance the budget for the_ 
year. 
Corporate income tax re- . 
ceipts continued to fluctuate 
wildly. Though down 22 per-
cent in March, the total for the 
fiscal year -is up 5.5 percent. 
Coal severance tax receipts 
barely grew in March and are 
down 3.1 percent for the fiscal 
year. 
• - -·· ...... ., ' 1 '"J u fHl ... ,11.JIJll~ di 
this \)1:1e," ~aid Moloney, D-Lexh,g-
ton. 1 hat is_ not funding that you 
can du anything substantive with." 
Asked whether that means law-
makers shouldn't count on the 
extra .~u~ds for buildings, Moloney 
said, It~ too hypothetical to use 
money hke that. We should not 
look at stop-gap measures." 
House budget chief Marshall 
Long said he also was told that 
r~venue forecasters expect $25 mil-
hon to $30 million more in revenue 
for the current budget year. 
"It's too early to judge" said 
Long, D-Shelbyville. "We ~ant to 
make sure those numbers are solid. 
They're looking at them and we're 
looking at them." 
House Democratic leaders said 
yesterday that they want proof the 
estimates are sound before rewrit-
ing a spending plan that counts on 
the extra money. 
"There has always been ... the 
temptation when the shoe gets 
tight to raise revenue projections," 
said House Majority Leader Greg 
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg. "The 
message, I think everybody agrees, 
is that won't pass muster. That any 
revenue projections which anyone 
would talk about at this time must 
be completely verifiable." 
But if the administration can 
convince lawmakers that the state 
will take in more money in taxes, 
Stumbo said, "We'll figure out a 
way to spend it." 
The Jones administration re-
fused to say anything yesterday 
about the budget issue, except to 
repeat the governor's plans to veto 
the bill today. 
"I think he probably wants to 
pin everything down and discuss it 
with everyone in both chambers 
before there's a release," said 
Stumbo, the governor's closest ally 
in the House. 
The governor and legislators 
agreed last year to work together 
on a consensus revenue forecast 
rather than have each side come up 
with its own estimates. Before the 
agreement, lawmakers often wrote 
the budge_! using the estimate that 
gave them more money to spend. 
A cordial House 
House Democratic leaders were 
laughing and joking as they began 
their closed-door meeting yesterday 
afternoon. When they emerged, 
lawmakers tried to play down the 
split between Stumbo and Clarke. 
House Democratic Whip Kenny 
Rapier, who was playing the role of 
conciliator, described the meeting 
as congenial. 
"We didn't fist fight," Stumbo 
said, smiling. 
Clarke and Stumbo split over 
the bu<lget and health-care reform 
bill during the session's final days. 
The two men waged an intense, 
public fight April 1 as a midnight 
deadline approached for passing 
bills. Stumbo and the governor 
worked to kill a health-care com-
promise while Clarke pushed for a 
House vote on the measure. 
The bill, which includes a $160 
million tax on doctors and other 
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LOCAL NEWS > 
WKU official alleges semal biars~---m -suit ~c;•:-~-c~-
BY PHILLIP CAMPBELL 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
An administrator at Western Ken-
tucky University has filed a sexual 
discrimination suit against the university 
and its Board of Regents, seeking dam-
ages that could exceed $1 million, 
In the suit filed yesterday in federal 
court in Bowling Green, Anne C. Murray 
contends she was paid less than male 
counterparts, denied promotion twice be-
cause of her gender and was harassed by 
the university and the board of regents 
after demanding equal pay. 
The university does not comment on 
to~ 
=i ~== ~ Q) i:d i:-. 
0 Q;I =,.Q 
~~ 
pending litigation, said Fred Hensley, 
director of university relations. 
Murray, an officer in the university's 
development office and a 25-year employ-
ee, charges that in July 1991 administra-
tors passed her over for a promotion to 
interim director of development, giving 
the job to a male. Regardless, she per-
formed the work of that position without 
receiving the recognition or the salary 
increase, the suit said. 
WKU President Thomas C. Meredith 
looked for several months for a male to 
fill the position of development director 
permanently, it said. When he didn't find 
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one, he left the position open instead of 
giving it to Murray, the suit said. 
Administrators promised Murray 
back pay for her work going back until 
April 1992, but Murray says she should 
be getting back pay since July 1991, 
when she was originally passed over. She 
claims that she was being paid $30,000 a 
year less than her male predecessor. 
Murray said she was passed up for a 
second promotion with the university in 
1993 when Meredith created a new posi-
tion at the university, vice president of 
institutional advancement. The WKU 
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if 
president chose to look at candidates 
from outside the university, eliminating 
her from the pool of applicants. 
Later that year, Murray's supervisor, 
Robert Rutledge, gave her a job perform-
ance evaluation and told her that she 
might be placed in a different position in 
the university, according to the suit. 
Murray is claiming discrimination be-
cause she was the only person whose job 
was reviewed. 
■■■ 
Herald-Leader staff writer Andrea 
Carter contributed to this article. 
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LCC's president takes oµ challenge 
of finding ways to seive community 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Although Janice Nahra Friedel 
asked many questions before ac-
cepting the presidency of Lexing-
ton Community College, it wasn't · 
until a few days ago that she felt 
secure in her decision. 
·· While shopping in Lexington 
this month, she has been chatting 
with employees, informally survey-
ing attitudes toward the school. 
"Many of them went to LCC 
and, without exception, their com-
ments have been positive: They 
talked about the small classes, the 
quality of teaching, 
"So I thought, 'I made the right 
decision.' " 
Learning all she can about LCC 
and becoming visible in the com-
munity is at the top of her agenda, 
she said. 
She has been on the job for 
about a week. Yesterday, she was 
formally _introduced at a communi-
ty reception at LCC's campus on 
Cooper Drive, · 
Friedel, who was associate vice 
chancellor for the Eastern. Iowa 
Community College District, is the 
second top educator recruited to 
Lexington from Davenport, Iowa, 
Janice Naiua · 
Friedel·,:, .. 
·: ;.'Title: Pi~ident,,i:king'. • 
.tori Comrntihitf Coll~e _ · • . ·:. 
Education:. ' Bachelors ,. 
' ' ,-", ,. ' 
master's , and ,. doctorate , de- · 
grees; Urpversity of Iowa; . 
post-doctoral work at Univer-
sity of Michigan. 
. . Fellowshipi!: Kellogg 
Natiom!l. Fellowship Pro-
grani; l!/90-1993; Institute in 
-Woin~n•~.His~ory F~llowship, · 
Stanforil.' Umvetsity; fellow- · 
• ship in, economic . education, 
University of Scranton. · · 
, '
1 '.Career:.Teacher Daven: 
poi-t Community School Dis-, ' 
} #ict;' coorilitiatoi:of second-' . 
. azy ,, curri\:Ulµm,' Lakeland . 
_Ari!a Education Agency; Cy!- . 
' inaer, Iowa; coordinator' of " 
district·· support'·. services, 
Loess · Hills Area Education 
'Agency, Council Bluffs, Iowa; • • 
,~te·_:dejin,1'comniunity .· 
.educ:afam; Scgtt"'CoD)ll)u!]ity_ . 
. . ,pillege; .Bettendorf, Iowa; di-: ; 
' ,rector ,ofctii-rlcWiini, Eastern· " 
, Jllwaeomrnlinitt,Jeo1lgge ms:'/-
-.mst..D\lvehpdrt;;Iowa; 'asso- '· 
' l:ii\te vi£i! clianceilor,c Eiistern ;· 
'. :Iowa Commtmityt:ollege Disc' . 
,tiiCL ·, -._; '·t..l·~··t't'f,-t'~i{ '·~ '.~ ; ·, ' ',, 
:] il ! Personal:' H.Js)liiild Mi-./ 
,.chaelr .. Friedel, :,.:F:'fifui~cial' · 
1P,lanner; .-sons; , Mattli'ew, jo .'. . 
, .. :and Patrick,'8'·".,,.; "'''"'· ··,' ·· ",, ,,-, . •,i,,0-•:~.,_, ', 'I 
-,· /J;~QuOtatiO_n:>~Tlieft{1 aFeL"' 
- 1tlieli;"hes· ·t-'expecta'" 'ti····-th· · .. , .+ , .. ,,., _ . , . _ans. at., 
,.tt\ili1&5 ~ll)1~j)~n_ liere,Jand ; 
·]}h_lioP,e .oyer.J.ime'people will· 
fsay that' thirigs· have,.hap-
; petied and they will' be good ~t:luil tJ, t . gs.{.,:,, ¢, ., .•. ,, 
: ,:<~-.. : .... " ' 
this year. 
On July 1, Dr. Peter Flynn, 
superintendent of Davenport public 
schools, will take over as school 
superintendent in. Fayette County. 
Friedel began her education ca• 
reer as a teacher in the Davenport· 
system, although it was before 
Flynn's time. She said she knows 
Flynn and has worked with many 
of his key administrators on pro-
grams to smooth the transition 
from high school to community 
college. · 
In Lexington, her goals have 
been clearly defined through a 
strategic planning process, she 
said. 
LCC needs to expand its 
courses, adding some things such 
as physical and occupational thera-
py and environmental programs 
she said. ' 
"The challenge we face is not 
having the dollars to develop and 
deliver new programs. 
"We need to explore ways we 
can financially support them" 
tii:ough . developing partnerships 
. with busmesses and other institu-
. tions in the area, she said. 
In Iowa, Friedel wrote and di-
rected grant propOsals for pro-
grams in hazardous materials tech-
nology. 
She said she plans for LCC to 
take a more aggressive approach in 
seeking federal grants to under-
write faculty professional develop- ' 
ment and pay for updated equip-
ment. 
Friedel, a native of Davenport 
and the third of nine children said 
the new job also represe~ts a 
challenge to her personal style: 
"You can't be a freewheeling presi-
dent in this system," she said. 
Kentucky is one of only two 
states where the community col-
leges are governed by the major 
research and land-grant university 
m the state, the University of 
Kentucky. 
In Iowa, where a governing 
board elected by the voters over-
~ees the community colleges, there 
1s more flexibility, she said. 
"I will have to learn to work 
within the system here," she said. 
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Ill SAN DIEGO 
U~ ch~rleaders, dance team place: The 
U111".ers1ty of Kentucky dance team and cheer-
le~dmg squad are among the top college enter-
tamment and_ pep squads in the nation. UK's 
dance team finished third, its highest finish ever 
over the wee½end ~t the National College Dance ' 
. Team C~aml?10nsh1ps at S~ ;N:orld in San Diego . 
The Umvers1ty of Memphis fm1shed first and 
Long Bea_ch State placed second. The Wildcats' 
cheerl~~mg squad finished fifth in its national 
competltl?n, also at Sea World. North Carolina 
won the t!t\e, fo\lowed by North Carolina State 
an~ the Umvers1ty of Memphis (formerly Mem-
phis State). 
■ NEW YORK 
Ro~an ~ter wins award: Rowan County 
nattye Chns Offutt was one of 15 writers who 
received ~994 awards in literature yesterday from 
the ~encan Academy of Arts and Letters. He 
rece1yed ,\he Jean Stein Awar~, which is given to 
~ wnter _whose work takes nsks m expressing 
1~ c?,nnmtment to the author's values and vi-
smn. The a'_Vard _ carries a $5,000 cash prize. 
Offutt, who hves m Iowa City, Iowa, is the author 
of two book~:_l(entuclry Straight (1992), a short-
story collectmn; and The Same River Twice 
(1993), a memoir. Rosanna Warren, daughter of 
the late Robert Pen!l Warren, won the Witter 
Byn1:1e~ A w~rd, which honors a young poet. West 
V11:gi_ma native Mary Lee Settle was one of nine 
rec1p1ents of the Academy Award in Literatur 
the _academy's highest honor. Settle won the e, 
Natmnal Book Award for her novel Bio d IT 
(19771) and is the author of the acclaime~ seri!s of nove ~- thP Roulnl. n~u·u./.-./. 
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j
1J0nes keeps 
1 his promise 
and vetoes . . 
budget bill 
By TOM LOFTUS, Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Lawmakers are expected to 
give final approval to a health-care bill tomorrow but 
. leave the budget in limbo while joining Gov. Brere-
ton Jones in praying for a heavy revenue rainfall. 
Yesterday Jones kept his promise and vetoed the 
lean budget that was approved by the House and 
Senate on April I. That sets the stage for a special 
session on the budget in the next two months. 
In a lengthy veto message, Jones criticized the leg-
islature's decision to remove $300 million in con-
struction projects. The cuts were initiated by . the 
Senate, which had ~efeated a tax measure needed to 
pay for the projects. 
Jones described the re-
sulting budget as "lack-
ing in one of its funda-
mental responsibilities -
that is, providing for 
jobs, growth, economic 
diversification, and even 
basic maintenance and 
repair of public facilities 
throughout the length 
and breadth of this com-
monwealth." 
Though the Senate 
would likely vote to over-
ride the veto, Democratic . 
leaders in the House, where projects are strongly 
favored, said the House will sustain the veto tomor-
row. Both chambers must- vote to override for the 
veto to be overcome. 
House Democratic leaders also said that the House 
will approve the health-care bill tomorrow. Because 
that bill includes a tax on health-care providers that 
is vital to balancing the budget, it became entangled . 
in the budget debate and was blocked on April· I by 
House members who wanted the projects restored. 
If the veto stands, Jones will have to call a special 
session so a 1994-96 budget can be approved before 
that budget period begins July 1. 
It is unclear whether, or how, the General Assem-
>ly could rewrite the budget to provide money to pay 
'or the projects. 
Jones suggested to legislative leaders in private 
meetings this week that the projects 
could be funded without higher tax-
es. Leaders said Jones thinks that at 
least some projects could be paid 
for because revenues from ~xisting_ 
taxes are growing faster- than pro-
jected when he proposed the.budget 
in January. ···· · · ·. · 
Economists who advise the ad: 
ministration have said that revenues 
are likely to be about $30. million to. 
· $50 million higher than expected 
this year .. That is recurring revenue 
Sufficient tn n~v nff !:Jhn11+ fit!'lnn -=• 
lion in 20-year bonds that would be 
issued to fund the projects. 
•~at you're looking at is a re-
. vised revenue estimate," said House 
Democratic FIQor Leader Greg 
. Stumbo, who was ainong · the lead-
ers who met with Jones on Tuesday. 
Yet in his veto message yesterday, 
Jones said, "1 have not and will not 
ask anyone to revise the revenue es-
timates." 
Administration officials declined 
to say how Jones proposes to fund 
the projects: Sen. Mike Moloney, 
the Lexington Deinocrat who is 
chairman of the Senate budget com-
mittee, offered this possibility: "I 
think what they're trying to do is 
develop a surplus spending plan." 
Under such a plan, the budget 
could be amended. to call for the 
projects to be funded perhaps in ac-
cordance with a priority list - if 
revenues exceed expectations this 
year. · 
House and Senate leaders met 
yesterday to discuss Jones' propos-
al. Afterward, Stumbo said that he 
can support Jones, but only if the 
extra revenue can be verified and if 
lawmakers can be assured that it is 
recurring and not just a one-time 
wiJJdfall. . 
'House Speaker Joe Clarke, D-
Danville, and Senate President John 
"Eck" Rose; D-Winchester, both ad-· 
vised Jones this week to not veto 
{he budget. They said that Jones 
would have been better off to sign 
the budget, then call a special sesl 
sion in July with a very narrow 
agenda to fund projects, as long as 
he could show he had the money to 
; pay for them. But Clarke acknowl' 
edged strong support in the House 
for the· projects and said a majority 
of l!lembers will likely vote to sus, 
tain Jones' veto. · 
By vetoing the .budget, Clarke and 
Rose said, Jones opened the door t<i 
myriad changes in the spending 
plan. Said Rose: "If he. had signeq 
the budget but called a special ses, 
sion to consider projects or what-
ever, he would have total control. 
And I think it's a very serious mis; 
take on his part to veto the budget.". 
Rose said he remains skeptical 
about any plan to fund projects 
based on expectations of higher revJ 
enues. He also said that if more 
spending is approved, many sena' 
to.:; would rather restore certain hu-
man-service programs than con-
struction projects. ' I 
Rose said that if a special budget 
session must be called, he would 
like it to begin as soon- as next 
week. "The longer it goes, then the 
more issues will be brought forth 
and the · more issues get on the 
agenda." 
But Stumbo said the House would 
prefer to wait until June - after the 
legislative primary elections on May 
24 and after two more months of 
actual revenue receipts, which will 
show whether the state is likelv to 
606-783-2030 
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1veteran WKU administrator files 
sex-bias suit against the school 
By M. DAVID GOODWIN gations pertain to a series of demo- justed her saHuy, the lawsuit says. 
Staff Writer . lions and reprimands Murray has The lawsuit also contends the uni-
. received since .1992. Since January, versity and the regents have inten-
BOWLING GREEN, Ky, - A vet- Murray has been demoted twice and tionally discriminated against. her .' 
eran Western Kentucky University .. currently oversees major gift devel- ' gender in a series of hiring and P,ro-
administrator filed a lawsuit in U.S. · opment for two of Western's four · motions decisions since 1991. 
District Court on Tuesday, alleging colleges, he said. Murray claims that Meredith has 
the university and its, 'board of re- · Aft~r a transfer in 1990, Murray failed to follow a 1981 federal Affir-
gents have practice.d ii pattern of. was named director of the Presi- mative Action Plan - approved by 
discrimination to keep her and oth-•. dent's Club, which solicits $1,000 the regents -that pronuses all per-
er women out of higher-paying jobs. donations from contributors. sonnel wages and salaries will be 
Anne C. Murray, who has worked In 1991, Western President Thom- administered without regard to gen-
at Western since 1969, also alleges as Meredith named his executive as- der. But since 1988, Meredith has 
the university and the regents have sistant, a white male, as interim di- approved the appointments of at 
waged a campaign of- harassment rector of the Office of Development, least 10 administrative positioils to 
and retaliation against her for pur. after the former director, another white males .. 
suing her equal-pay concerns. white male, resigned, Murray con• Although the suit does not re-
Murray contends in the lawsuit tends. But she said she assumed the · quest a specific amount in damages, 
that she has been subjected to re- interim \lirector's responsibilities it indicates the amount could be up 
taliation for her complaints over her and was more qualified. · to $7.9 million. 
wage and employment conditions, Murray contends she took' her Western officials denied they 
since her transfer to Western's Of- concerns to university leaders and·. have discriminated against Murray, 
flee of Development in 1990. She asked to be paid an amount equal to said Deborah WIikins, the universi-
said Western officials have violated what a man would be paid to per- ty's lawyer. "Because this is a per-
federal and state laws against gen- form the same duties, about $30,000 sonnel matter Western can't com-
der discrimination and the equal more than what she earns annually. ment on this, and · Ms. Murray 
pay act. Each time she complained, the knows that." · 
Mark Floyd, a Nashville lawyer university promised to review her Claims made in filing a lawsuit 
representing Murray, said the alle- salary but never did and never ad- give only one side of the case. 
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l)emonstrators .at U of L practice 
jccuse Schnellenberger of racism 
BY RUSS BROWN 
Staff Writer 
A dozen protesters, led by the 
Rev. Louis Coleman, took their 
· ~omplalnts against the University of 
Louisville football program to Car-
dinal Stadium yesterday and dem-
onstrated during U of L's practice. 
'.: Shortly after practice began, the 
~tcit~sters - who included a U of L 
erofessor and six students -
niarched into the stadium and stood 
in the front row of the west stands 
for. about 15 minutes holding signs 
and · yelling at coach Howard 
~cJ:lnellenberger. 
• '!What do we want? Justice," the 
itroup shouted. And "Schnellen-
iierger, Schnelleriberger, have you 
beard, this is no Johannesburg." 
They also called Schnellenberger 
"ilie biggest racist around." 
; · Then they marched around the 
agron of the field once repeating 
their earlier chants. Schnellen-
ljerger ignored the protesters and 
didn't respond .. 
"I didn't hear anything they 
sail!?' Schnellenberger said later. "I 
jilsi heard them making some rack-
et. it was a source of distraction for 
O(!r practice, but I guess I should be 
COLLEGE 
FOOTBALL 
He· also is concerned that Schnel-
lenberger has no black assistant 
coaches since James Bell recently 
took a job at North Texas State. 
Coleman's complaints were 
thankful. There will be a lot of dis- sparked by the recent dismissal of 
tractions when we open the season cornerback Anthony Bridges, line-
against Kentucky in Lexington, so backer Marcus Hill and wide receiv-
hopefully this will help us prepare er Vertis McKinney from the team 
for those major distractions." for violating team rules. 
As the protesters were filing out "If we have to do it again (pro-
of the stadium, fairgrounds security test), we'll do it again," Coleman • 
personnel told Coleman - a Louis- said. ''We wijnt due process for 
ville civil-rights activist - that his coaches and players, and that's the 
group couldn't demonstrate on state • reason we're here. We feel very 
property without a pe~t. Later, strongly that the football program 
Coleman and five others returned needs an objective decision-making 
and stood on the sideline, where process." 
the¥ :were confronted by • Ron Coleman, the students and sever-
Stemer, Schnellenberger's adminis- al members of the Justice Resource 
trative aide. Coleman and Steiner Center were joined by Joseph 
then argued, with Coleman calling McMillan, Kentucky chairman of 
Steiner a racist. the Rainbow Coalition and an edu-
"They were interfering with our cation professor at U of L; and Fran 
practice and yelling at the players, Thomas, director of the Kentucky 
which wasn't appropriate," Steiner Alliance against Racist and Political 
said. "They were in violation of Repression. 
state law, and they were obviously Coleman said the group has re-
trying to distract our players." quested permission to speak at the 
Coleman has charged Schnellen- next meeting of U of L's board of 
berger with discriminating against trustees, on April 25. 
African-American players and treat- Schnellenberger said he has no 
ing white U of L players differently plans to close practice because of 
than blacks in disciplinary matters. the incident. 
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Universities 
get nearly 
nothing new 
There's still a small measure of hope. 
Gov. Brereton Jones vetoed the budget 
after the Senate removed most ·new con-
struction projects, and it will have to . be 
dealt with in a special session. 
But the odds for many of the campus 
projects don't look good. 
"It was a pretty difficult session for high-
er education, with a relatively small operat-
ing increase and virtually no capital con-
struction," said Gary Cox, executive direc-
tor of the· state Council on Higher Educa-
tion. 
3 percent in 1995-96. University of Ken-
tucky community colleges received 3 per-
cent increases each year. 
Cox said one "bright spot" for higher 
education is that the universities will be 
awarded state money during the 1995-96 
budget year based on their performances in 
such areas as student retention, graduation 
rates and quality of programs. 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
Currently, state appropriations are 
pegged primarily to enrollment. 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Higher education, 
once a focus for. Kentucky lawmakers, 
commanded very little attention in the 1994 
session. . 
University presidents and campus lobby-
ists swarmed around lawmakers during the 
session's closing days, hoping .against hope 
that many of the new buildings they wanted 
· would receive funding in the state budget. 
Among the campus building projects for 
which funding had been sought were a new 
library and a mechanical engineering 
building at UK and a football stadium and 
a research building at the University of 
Lawmakers also changed the composi-
tion of university governing boards, except 
those at UK and U of L, by adding a staff 
member. U of L' has had a staff representa-
tive for several years; the bill was altered 
early in the •.session to exclude the UK 
board from the change. 
The General Assembly also approv~ a 
bill adding a private college graduate to the 
higher education council. 
Louisville. . 
State universities received annual oper-
ating increases of 2 percent in 1994-95 and 
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Ex-Western President Alexander 
a finalist for Murray State post 
By JAMES MALONE 
Staff Writer 
Former Western Kentucky Uni-
versity President Kem Alexa~der 
will visit Murray State University on 
Wednesday as a presidential final-
ist. 
Alexander's name was released 
yesterday by Murray State's presi-
dential-search committee. Mark Au-
burn, executive vice president at the 
University of Akron, also will visit. 
They are the fourth and fifth can-
didates identified in the eight-month 
search to replace Ronald Kurth, 
whose four-year contract was not 
renewed. Regents have said they 
hope to have a new president ap• 
pointed by July I. 
Three weeks ago, Alexander's 
name surfaced in the search. School 
telephone records showed that in 
late November the committee made 
tliree calls to Alexander's home and 
office in Blacksburg, Va., where he 
is a professor at Virginia Polytech-
nic University. 
Alexander could not be reached 
for comment yesterday. Earlier, he 
declined to say whether he was in-
terested in the Murray job, which 
pays about $98,000 a year. 
Alexander served as Western's 
president for 2½ years before ab-
ruptly announcing his departure in 
April 1988. . 
His administration was marked 
by success and controversy. 
Western's enrollment, which had 
been declining, grew by ·nearly 
3,000 students under Alexander. 
Fred Murphy, former president of 
Western's faculty senate, credited 
Alexander with inspiring a positive, 
growth-oriented attitude on campus. 
"I was very sorry to see him go," 
said Murphy, who said he enjoyed a 
close working relationship with the 
president. But Murphy said Alexan-
der was not able to win widespread 
faculty support, even though he was 
"extraordinarily e(fective" ·in meet-
ings with small groups. 
Turmoil dogged Alexander for 
much of his tenure. He was criti-
cized for frequent absences from 
campus, for appointing 11 adminis-
trators without posting the positions 
and for trying to censor the student 
newspaper and yearbook. 
"People either loved him or hated 
him, and you'll find most of the fac-
ulty hated him," said David B. Whi-
taker, retired director of stucient 
publications at Western. 
"He was never here," he said. 
"He couldn't make decisions. He 
put his friends in around him. If the 
people in Murray think they have 
had bad luck so far, let them hire 
him." 
Campus sentiment was not a fac-
tor in his decision to leave, Alexan-
der said at the time. · 
Alexander, 54, is a native of Mar-
rowbone. He has an undergraduate 
degree from Centre College in Dan• 
ville and taught briefly in Jefferson 
County schools. He came to West-
ern in.1985 from the University of 
Florida and has nationally known 
expertise in school finance. 
Auburn, 48, will visit the campus 
Tuesday. Before taking his post at 
the University of Akron in 1991, he 
was vice chancellor for academic af-
fairs at Indiana University-Purdue 
University in Fort Wayne. Before 
that, he was vice president for plan-
ning at the University of Arkansas. 
The Murray presidential search 
has been controversial itself, with 
Gov. Brereton Jones taking the un-
usual step in late March of calling 
for more openness in the process. 
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Artists 
symbolize 
Elliott Co.'s 
new spirit 
BY GARRY BARl:(ER 
A 12-hour day in Elliott County could open lots of eyes, pa{tictilarly for those whose vision of Eastern 
Kentucky is limited to poverty, listlessness 
and ignorance. 
You won't find any of those traits in 
the community of folk artists who've made 
· Elliott County the focal point for streams 
of folklorists, gallery operators, collectors 
and curious observers. 
Toss your "poor hillbillies" stereotype 
out the window when you visit Minnie and 
Garland Adkins in "Peaceful Valley" near 
Isonville. 
Check out the awards plaques on Min-
nie's wall: the 1992 Jane Morton Norton 
award for Extraordinary Achievement in 
the Arts (from Centre College), a Kentucky 
Arts Council fellowship, the 1994 Annual 
Award of Distinction from the Folk Art 
Society of America. 
Look at the carvings Minnie is doing to 
illustrate a new children's book, Down on 
the Farm, with Mike Norris. Don't .be 
surprised by the computer loaded with a 
drawing program or by the constant calls 
and visits from a who's who of museums 
and folk art collectors. 
Maybe what Minnie and Garland Ad-
kins do best, though, is encourage, inspire 
and introduce to the market the works of 
other county folk artists. It's a proud, 
sharing, supportive attitude that is reflect-
ed throughout the community. 
Jimmy Lewis was making more than 
$12 an hour working in coal before Minnie 
convinced him to get serious about his art. 
For six years he has worked full time 
carving and painting fish and mermaids or 
his trademark "Jonah in the belly of the 
whale." 
Tim Lewis served six years in the 
Army, worked as a logger, miner, trucker 
and builder of helicopter wiring harnesses 
before· trying his hand at carving canes in 
1988. He moved from walking sticks to 
sculpting local sandstone a year later, and 
now you'll find his work in places like the 
Anton Gallery in Washington, D.C. 
Tim Lewis' chisels might uncover a 
mythical or biblical character in the chunk 
of sandstone from an old cabin fireplace, .or 
a turtle might emerge from the block. 
"There's something inside every rock," 
Tim Lewis says, "if you can find it." 
· None of Elliott County's artists has had 
formal training. Leslie Stapleton taught 
himself to carve and paint detailed, lifelike 
and life-size local birds. Junior Lewis used 
to help his grandpa make hickory bark 
bottomed chairs, and he always "fo.oled 
around with wood" before getting serious 
seven years ago. 
Now his biblical tableaus draw compet-
ing collectors, and Junior makes a better 
living as. an artist than he did back when 
he helped drill oil wells. 
You can read about Elliott County's· 
folk artists in a dozen books, in a stream of 
magazines, in the glossy gallery and muse-
um catalogs and in the current newsletter 
of the North Carolina Folk Art Society. In 
April you could join Minnie Adkins in 
Dayton, Ohio, as she shares the podium 
with art professors and museum curators 
for a formal presentation on "How the 
Visual Arts Can Strengthen the Culture." 
In June, Minnie will .receive Morehead 
State University's "Appalachian Treasure" 
honors. Earlier, on May 28-29 Elliott Coun-
ty's artists will host the nation's collectors 
in Sandy Hook for the second annual Folk 
Art Festival. 
More Kentuckians should make the 
winding journey to Sandy Hook and Ison-
ville for a close-up look at the Kentucky 
phenomenon drawing so much national 
acclaim, 
■ Gany Barker is acting director of the 
Berea College Student Crafts Program arid 
author of The Handcraft · Revival in 
Southern Appalachia, 1930-1990. 
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A new beginning 
S
PALDING University began a 
new phase in its history, 
and in its role as a growing 
force in Louisville'.s higher 
education community, with last 
week's announcement that Thomas 
R. Oates was chosen to succeed the 
formidable Sister Eileen Egan as 
president. 
Dr. Oates' im-
pressive creden-
tials include his 
current job as an 
administrator at 
the much larger 
Georgetown Uni-
versity in Wash-
ington. 
While· he will 
find here the kind 
of compact cam-
pus community 
he says he wants 
to be part of, Dr. 
Oates will also 
preside over an 
institution with a 
steadily growing 
enrollment and 
sion with a coach who's better 
known than any IU administrator. 
While not much is known about 
Dr. Brand's record at getting along 
with volatile sports personalities, his 
experience has pr~pared ~ well 
to deal with the important 1Ssues 
he'll face in Indiana, As staff writer 
Mary Dieter reports, he proved him-
self a stellar fund raiser while presi-
dent of the Uni-
versity of Oregon. 
IU is hardly on 
the financial 
ropes, but a 
cramped state 
budget and the 
ever growing de-
mands of a huge 
university make 
this talent essen-
tial, 
Dr. Brand is 
more likely to get 
entangled in the 
long-running de-
bate about higher 
education's priori-
ties - teaching or 
an expanding Thomas Oates 
physical presence. . . . 
. research. He is 
said to have found 
a workable bal-
in downtown Lomsville. His mter-
est in· drawing more students frorri 
outside the community suggests he 
is ready for the challenge, 
In Bloomington, Ind., Myles 
Brand, named to take over Aug, 1 as 
president of Indiana University, be-
gan his tenure with a ritual tribute 
to Bobby Knight. That was political-
ly astute and may help avoid ten-
ance in Oregon. 
But both need to resist inevitable 
pressures to · downgrade their re-
spective universities' roles in push-
ing back the frontiers of knowledge. 
Teaching is vital, But these institu-
tions are also centers of advanced 
learning whose scholarship and dis-
coveries enhance and enrich the 
quality of life in this region. 
i: . MSU ARCHIVES 
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The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, April 19, 1994 
UK's president 
still has -hopes 
for ACC building 
By GEORGI! WOLffORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - The president 
of the University of Kentucky 
said he still has hopes that the 
General· Assembly will r estore 
some capital projects to the 
budget this year, and that a 
new classr oom building for 
Ash land Community College 
will be among them. 
" It would be an odd or unu-
sual biennium if no capital 
project was approved," Dr. 
Charles Wethington Jr. said 
Monday during a visit to Ash-
land. 
Last week Gov. Brereton 
Jones vetoed the budget passed 
by the General Assembly ear-
lier this month. The House 
sustained the veto Friday. -
That means lawmakers will 
have to return to Frankfort in 
special session - probably in 
June - to adopt a budget. 
Amo n,g capital projects 
stripped from the budget was 
ACC's new $4.5 million class-
room building, which the state 
Council for Higher Education 
had ranked as its top construc-
tion priority. 
" We will work with legisla-
tors to get a budget in place, 
in c luding s o me c a p ita l 
projects," Wethington said. 
" It's likely that this is the 
best time for selling bonds that 
we·re going to see in a long 
time." 
We thington e stimated the 
cost of the ACC building will 
rise 6 per cent to 10 percent if 
construction doesn't begin for 
two more years. 
He said it was doubtful the 
project could be launched with 
private funding from the Ash-
land area. 
"We'd still have to get the 
General Assembly's approval 
for the bonds," he said. 
Wethington lumped the ACC 
project with a Commonwealth 
Library for UK's Lexington 
campus and · a fine arts build· 
i ng for Hazard Community 
College as leading priorities 
"because we got the blessing of 
the governor and General As-
sembly two years ago to raise 
pr ivate money and spend pub-
lic money for these buildings." 
Wethington said he did not 
support the effort by some · 
Ashland area officials to trans· 
form ACC into a four-year in· 
stitution. Rather, he said, the 
push should be to "try to build 
the best community college we 
can and not try to be some-
thing we're not." 
He said the state needed to 
work to get high education 
back to a "more-favored posi• 
tion." 
Money that has gone to 
higher education has been di· 
verted to Medicare, human 
services and prisons in recent 
years, he said. 
Lawmakers "seem to feel 
that higher education is going 
to make it some way or an-
other, that our situation is not 
as desperate as those other 
needs," he said. 
And while educators are 
asked to hike tuition to make 
up needs, "we've got to keep 
tuition at a reasonable level. 
My own feeling is that we're 
closing down this window of 
opportunity" for higher educa-
tion, he said. 
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UNIVERSITIES ARE ENGAGED 
The writer la dean of Special Program• at 
Tranaylvanla University. 
The article by Ernest L. Boyer, under 
the· heading "Commitment to Setvice Di-
minishing at Colleges," (Mar. 20) is, I be-
lieve, problematic and misleading. 
The principal difficulty stems from the 
use of the word "setvice" in two different 
meanings. Woodrow Wtlson, who empha• 
sized Princeton's setvice role, was one of 
those cited by Boyer in support of his the-
sis that commitment to setvice is dimin-
ishing at colleges. The problem is that 
Wilson's meaning of the word (primarily 
education as setvice) was not the same as 
that of Boyer, wlro in his article was writ-
ing about setvice primarily in the sense of 
institutional outreach and working to 
solve society's problems. 
I doubt that the heading of the article 
was Boyer's. However, taken literally, the 
heading proclaims that higher education's 
commitment to teaching and scholarship 
- its central mission - is diminishing, for 
these comprise the principal setvice of 
colleges and universities. In fact, of 
course, Boyer is arguing that higher edu-
cation is currently less engaged with ex-
ternal matters than it was in the past. 
Boyer's mention of Woodrow Wilson 
BY ASA A HUMPHRIES JR. 
presumbably refers to Wilson's well 
known address, "Princeton for the Na-
tion's Setvice," delivered in 1902. The es-
sence of Wilson's view about setvice can 
best be conveyed in his own words: "The 
setvice of institutions of teaming is not 
private but public ... American universi• 
ties serve a free nation whose progress, 
whose power, whose prosperity, whose 
happiness, whose integrity depend upon 
individual initiative and the sound sense 
and equipment of the rank and file . .. 
their task is two-fold: the production of a 
great body of informed and thoughtful 
bien and the production of a small body of 
trained scholars and investigators." 
· Reflecting the society of his time, Wtl-
son failed to include women in his state-
ment; otheiwise, it remains a broadly ac-
curate description of the nature of higher 
education's service mission. 
Yet Boyer, who says he is "amazed" 
that words such as "service" were used by 
our academic leaders less than 100 years 
ago (thereby implying that such is no 
longer the case), uses Wilson's clear 
meaning of service to 'suggest that things 
have changed - that higher education 
must reach out and become "engaged." 
~esponding to what he says are the v;ews 
and judgments of "many," Boyer gives his 
vision of the "New American College," in 
which there would be " ... connections -
connections across the disciplines; be-
tween academic and social life on campus, 
between traditional and lifelong learning 
and between campus and the larger world. 
the New american College would link the 
theory of the classroom and laboratory to 
the realities of life." 
Perhaps some institutions need Boyer's 
admonitions, but I am puzzled; the col• 
leges and universities with which I am 
best acquainted are doing - or endeavor-
ing to do - just what he suggests. Indeed, 
embracing all of this under their broad, 
traditional mission of setvice, many do it 
remarkably well. 
Of course, colleges and universities 
have their problems and shortcomings, 
but they remain clearly committed to their 
distinctive mission of service. And, to re-
spond to Boyer's contention that colleges 
should rediscover the "scholarship of 
service," it appears to me that generally 
t.hey are far more engaged in the kind of 
setvice he espouses than was true at the 
time Wilson spoke of Princeton in the na-
tion's service. 
• Si>eclal to The Courltr•Journal 
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~un:?Y search· panel held secret meeting . 
st.fAMis: MAI.oNt · · lage State Resort Park with four of Kurth, whose , four-year contract that the finalists' identities were be-
Staff Writer the committee's five members, all of was not renewed. ing withheld until the last minute, 
whom are on the Murray board of Three finalists have visited the making it more difficult to look into_ 
'J1ie presidential search commit-· regents, . campus, and two more - inc\mli~ their backgroqnds before they ar-
tee at Murray State University, He said he assumed that other former Western Kentucky Uruvers1- rived. . 
· which has been criticized for a lack candidates had been interviewed as ty President Kem Alexander - are That prompted Gov. Brereton 
of openness, held an unannounced well, though that couldn't be con- due this week. Jones _to take the unusual step of 
and apparently illegal meeting last firmed. , · Cox said he has not been invited' calling for more openness in the 
month, during which it interviewed The committee's chairman, Mur- for a ~pus visit. process. 
at least one candidate for the job. ray attorney Sid Easley, declined to . · The eight-month se_~h has al- The state's Open Meetings Law 
Gary Cox, executive director of discuss the meeting. _ . ready been controversial. covers committees formed by public 
the state Council on Higher Educa- . The ·committee, i:5labliSn~ last Last !l'ont~,. when the first round agencies - .such as university gov- _ 
lion, confirmed yesterday that he __ year by the regents, 1s searching fo~ of finalists V1S1ted the campus, ~ur- erning boards. A presidential search 
met March 11 at Kentucky Dam Vil- a replacement for President Ronald ray faculty members complamed committee clearly would fall under 
the law's provisions, according to 
Assistant Attorney General Tom 
Emerson. 
The law requires public agencies 
to provide a schedul_e of their regu-
lar meetings and to announce spe-
cial meetings to the public and the 
news media at least 24 hours in ad-
vance. The law allows closed meet-
ings under certain circumstances, 
including when specific personnel 
matters are discussed. 
Last week The Courier-Journal 
fil~. an open-records request with 
Easley, asking for the advance no-
tice.and minutes of any search com-
mittee meeting held 11t Kentucky 
Dam Village, in Marshall County. 
In a letter dated April 15, Easley 
said, "I have no notice of a search 
committee meeting held at Ken-
tucky Dam Village during 1994. I 
have no minutes of a search com-
mittee meeting held at Kentucky 
Dam Village or elsewhere." 
University spokesman Joe Hedges 
said that his office has released in-
formation about other search com-
mittee meetings but that he received 
no word from the committee about 
the Kentucky DIii!\ Village meeting. 
Word of the meeting prompted 
criticism yesterday from Nancey 
France, president of Murray's Fac-
ulty Senate. 
"We had trusted them to keep us 
informed," she said. ' 
While they would not discuss de-
tails of the meeting, two search 
committee members - Wells Lo-
vett, an Owensboro attorney, and 
faculty regent Frank Julian - con-
firmed that they .attended. 
Lovett said he didn't think the 
meeting was illegal, but I he ac-
knowledged, "I'm not a higher-edu-
cation attorney •.. and disavow ex-
pertise in that area." · 
Julian, who also has a law degree, 
said the meeting was proper be-
cause the ·search committee lacked 
· a quorum, though Cox said four of 
the five members were there. 
"Sure the meeting was legal," Ju-
lian said. "Gosh, otherwise, you 
-couldn't have two regents meeting 
on the street comer." 
Cox said he was approached by 
the search committee's consultant, 
who asked him to interview as a 
presidential candidate. 
He said the four members who in-
terviewed him were Easley, Julian, 
Lovett and Beverly Ford of Benton. 
He said he was told that the com-
mittee's fifth member, student re-
gent Brian Van Hom, was ill and 
I could not attend. Regents chairman James 0. Butts, 
an ex-officio member of the search 
committee, said he did not attend 
' such a meeting but acknowledged 
"there could have been" one. 
Butts said he didn't recall getting 
a formal briefing about the meeting. 
"There may have been some re-
marks in passing about interviewing 
those people," he said. 
Asked if he had indirect knowl-
edge that the search committg had 
. interviewed candidates at Kentucky 
Dam Village, Butts said, "Yes, and 
there may be more meetings." But 
he declined to elaborate. · · 
Butts did say that many of the 
, presidential candidates want ano-
nymity. · · 
j "If they ask for it, you just have 
I to," he said. ''You have to conduct some of these things at the request 
: of the people being interviewed." 
The regents have said they want 
to hire Kurth's replacement by July 
1
1. 
Alexander, who_ left Western in 
1988 amid controversy and is now a 
professor at Vu-ginia Polytechnic In-
stitute in Blacksburg, Va., will visit 
Murray tomorrow. Mark Auburn, 
executive vice president at the. Uni-
versity of Akron in Ohio, is due to-
d(1Y. 
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The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, April 20, 1994 : 
Rowan writer moves to 
Montana 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD~ Rowan 
County writer Chris Offutt 
says he's w_anted to move to 
Montana for a long time. He 
just couldn't think up an ex- • 
cuse. 
•:so I set a novel there, about 
a guy from Kentucky who 
moves to Montana," Offutt 
said. "Now I have to move 
there." 
After six years in Iowa City, 
Iowa - "a good place to grow 
books and kids," says Offutt -
the Haldeman native will take 
-liis- growing family and liter-
ary reputation to the Big Sky 
Couritry in June. 
"I love it," Offutt said Tues-
day after an appearanc~ at ~ 
Earth Day celebrat10n m 
Morehead. "I think it's the 
most b'eautiful country next to · 
Morehead or this area. I just 
want to live there." 
Offutt's critically acclaimed 
collection of short stories, 
"Kentucky Straight," a stark 
look at the Appalachian world 
he grew up in, is in its fourth 
printing. His second book, a 
memoir entitled "The Same 
River Twice," is out in paper-
back. · 
The Daily In.dependent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
Wednesday, April 20, 1994 
College, theater 
receive grants 
PRESTONSBURG - Two 
grants totaling $30,000 were 
given Tuesday to a pair of 
Floyd County institutions. 
Philip Morris USA gave 
$25,000 to the Big S~dy 
Educational Foundalion Inc. 
for support of Prestonsburg 
Community College and 
$5,000 to Jenny Wiley 
Theater. 
The two books last week 
earned him the prestigious ·. 
Jean Stein Award from the 
American Academy of Arts 
and Letters. The award, along 
with a $5,000 prize, is for a 
writer whose work "takes 
risks in expressing its commit-
ment tci the author's values 
and vision." 
"I'm flattered and shocked," 
Offutt said about the award. "I 
don't know what to think 
about it. It's the kind of thing 
that it seems like· it should be 
happening t9 someone else." 
It's not the only recognition 
the 35-year-old Offutt is get-
ting. 
Recently, the New York 
Times published a piece by Of-
futt on its op-ed page on the af. 
termath of the flooding in the 
Midwest last year. 
An Offutt short story, i'Me-
lungeons," was selected for in- · 
clusion in the "Best American 
Short Stories 1993," due out in 
October. 
Another short story Offutt 
wrote, "Out of the Woods;", re-
cently appeared in Esquire. 
Offutt.said a teaching job he 
hoped to get in Missoula, 
Mont.,. fell through. That's not 
deterring him from moving 
his family - wife, Rita, and 
their two sons, Sam, 4, and · 
James, 1 - there, however. ' · 
"There're other places I 
could get a teaching job, but 
where I live is 'important," he 
said. 
On Monday, Offutt, who's 
grown back his beard, gave a 
reading and conducted a work-
shop at the Eastern- Kentucky 
Correctional Complex, ·the 
· state prison in West Liberty. 
"I fit in a little too well," he 
joked. 
· On Tuesday, he was one of 
four speakers at an Earth Day 
celebration sponsored by the 
environmental sciences club at 
Morehead State University. 
He told an audience of about 
50 at the Carl Perkins Center 
that when he was younger he 
thought •Earth Day "was an ex-
cuse for a bunch of people who 
wore cotton to throw a party." 
But having growri up drink-
irtg water to which bleach had 
to be added to make it drink-
able, Offutt said he reaiizes the' 
value of preserving nature. 
"With the environment, it's 
never.too late," he said. 
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Embarrassment U. 
The mess at Murray just won't go away 
W
hat on earth has happened 
at Murray State Universi-
ty? Has someone put some-
thing in the water? Has some sort 
of infectious agent been introduced 
into the meetings of the Board of 
Regents? 
Something of the sort seems the 
only explanation. Not so long ago, 
any mention of political abuses at a 
state campus immediately brought 
Morehead State University to 
mind. But in the last decade, things 
have improved dramatically at 
Morehead and gotten drastically 
worse at Mqi:ray. In recent years, 
as its regent§ have run off presi-
dent after president, Murray has 
seemed more like a bad rural 
school system than a university. 
And that trend, alas, shows no 
sign of ending. In the most recent 
instances, members of the regents' 
search committee have held unan-
- nounced meetings with at least two 
candidates for the job of president. 
State law requires advance notice 
of at least 24 hours for such meet-
mgs. . 
Why would the regents act with 
such blatant disregard for the 
state's open meetings law? Only 
they know for sure. But it's clear 
that the problems at Murray 
haven't gone away. And they won't 
as long as the university is gov-
erned by regents who behave as if 
they can conduct the public's busi-
ness any way they want to. 
THE.COURIER-JOURNAL. THURSDAY,.APRIL 21, 1994 
Mex3:;nder's visit to M~rray -stirs protest 
ly JAMES MALONE Matthews, Virginia Strohecker, Bev- France said several faculty mem-
;taff Writer erly Ford and Brian Van Hom -' is- hers at Western Kentucky bad 
sued a response moments after Al- called Murray State faculty mem- · 
MURRAY, Ky. - Controversy exander concluded his forums. hers with information about Alexan-
urfilced almost immedi• · They said they "were der, 54. 
tely yesterday during the amazed and disappoint- The controversy clearly overshad-
isit of Murray State Uni- ed" that France ha_d dis- owed Alexander's attempts to focus 
ersity presidential finalist tributed the m_eino before - on past accomplishments and plans 
:em Alexander,. who was Alexander · began his for Murray State,. · 
tf!!!ting ; with students, meetings.. He. sai3: he was irtltially ap-
1ctilty and staff. "It is our opinion that proached by Murray State's search 
After , calling an emer- this memo has no validity · t:oiilmittee to. recommend candi-
ency meeting, the lead- and ·could not possibly · dates. Alexander .said he and his 
rs of Murray State's fac- represent-the views of the wife yearned to return to Kentucky. 
lty senate wrote a memo -"-"-'• whole faculty," .the re-. ,.,- he is now a professor at Virginia 
arly yesterday to the uni, gents said. · . Polytechnic University- and be of-
ersity's board of regents ALEXANDER: "It doesn't smack of a. fered .his name to· the committee. 
ailing Alexander's candi- Faculty-senate fair hearing," Sid Easley, During his visit, ·he was asked 
acy ·unai:ceptable. ::l:':n:~:cy president of the search · about controversies that dogged his 
Nancey France, presi- for president committee, said of the fac- administration there, specifically re-
ent of the senate, said unacceptable. ulty senate's statement. . ·. ·. ports that he attempted to censor 
roblems that dogged Al- But France said later the student newspaper and· year-
xander when he was president of that she bad not beard of anyone book and filled administrative posi-
{estem Kentucky University who changed his or her mind after lions without posting the vacancies. 
t d th f h hearing Alexander speak. . He said his eff<il'!s regarding the romp e e memo rom t e sen- · "We feel like we don't need that newspaper and yearbook were 
le's executive committee. type of controversy here,'' she said. about fiscal accountability, not cen-
Four Murray regents - Robert "It's getting embarrassing." sorship. Three journalism profes-
. sors resisted his efforts to account 
for funds, he said. Disgruntled, they 
and student journalists fanned the 
issue of fiscal control into one of 
censorship, he said: 
Alexander was the fifth finalist 
brought to Murray State. He out-
lined during the visit a vision that 
called for maintaining the .current · 
status of intercollegiate · athletics, 
expanding enrollment and boosting 
faculty salaries .. 
. Questions about his tenure at 
Western persisted. 
E. L. Gold, a journalism student, 
ask~d Alexa_nder about reports that 
he attempted to appoint faculty edi-
tors·to oversee student publications. 
Alexander said he favored having 
a committee oversee the student 
publications. , 
Faculty member Dick Dougherty 
said he was concerned that Alexan-
der's plans for Murray were "an op-
timistic view." 
Easley said the search committee 
had not decided what steps to take 
next. 
lExlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, lExlNGTON, KY. ■ THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1994 
I 
Teachers oppose ex-WKU chief for Murray post 
. BY DomE BEAN der would bring too mtich baggage with 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER him from his controverslal three-year 
MURRAY·~ Murray State Universi- stint at Western. 
ty faculty representatives. went public Alexander, 54, left W estem in 1988 · 
yesterday with their opposition to hiring to take a . distinguished professorship at 
former Western Kentucky University Virginia Tech. · 
president Kem Alexander to head the He was back in Kentucky yesterday 
school. . . ' • for interviews with Murray's staff, facul-
Early yesterday the executive com- ty and students. He is the fifth candidate 
mittee of Murray's Faculty Senate sent brought to campus by a search commit-
the Board of Regents a note saying, the · tee that has been seeking a successor to 
committee found Alexander unaccept• former Murray President Ronald Kurth. 
able. · Alexander left W estem after he pro-
After later .meeting with Alexander, posed changes in the university's award-
faculty •representatives told Murray's winning newspaper and yearbook that 
-F~rnltv rPaPnt Vrnnk Tnlia.n that Alexan- - were seen on camous as ootentia1 cen- · . 
sorship. 
There were other controversies: some 
appointments he made to administrative 
posts and a plan to put a satellite 
campus in Glasgow. . 
Murray Faculty · Senate President 
Nancey France and former President 
Ray Conklin urged that the boardbring 
in more candidates. 
If it did not, they said, many faculty 
members think the only acceptable one 
of the five current candidates is Mark 
Auburn, executive vice president of the 
University of Akron. Auburn visited 
camnus Tuesdav. -
Several regents have supported Al-
exander and some faculty members are 
concerned the board will vote swiftly to 
name him president. 
The faculty letter angered some 
regents because, they said, they received 
it before Alexander met with teachers. 
Regents Robert Matthews, Virginia 
Strohecker, Beverly Ford and student 
regent Brian Van Hom said in a state-
ment yesterday: 
"It is our opinion that the memo has 
no validity · and could not possibility 
- renreJ,Pntthe view of the whole facultv." 
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Muriiy-ffij0D.fs"tnight pick 
president-today The. other·:candidates: . "'~ -t~_"., • #•:;'JO''"' ,.,.,-.;:,~.,.wr •-~,_.-,; ,,-...,;,:;,,. ·· • . Four candidateir'for Murray State'University 
president other·than.Kern,Alexander.have been -
-publicly' infervimviicPon'llie campus: Tlief are: 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERAt.D,lEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
MURRAY -,-- Murray State 
University regents will meet today 
about hiring a new president amid 
faculty fears that Kern Alexander, 
the controversial former head of 
Western Kentucky University, has 
the job -locked up. 
Five candidates, including Al-
exander, have_ publicly visited the 
campus during the yearlong search 
to replace Ronald Kurth, whose ' 
contract was not renewed. ' _ 
Alexander, who left WKU in 
1988 after controversies· over cen-
sorship of the student newspaper 
and over some of his appointments; 
visited Mumiy on Wednesday. 
Faculty regent Frank Julian, a 
member of the search committee, 
said yesterdl!,y that Alexander ap-
pears to have_ the inside track 
despite strong faculty opposition. 
"I've been counting noses and 
(mine) is the only one for another 
candidate," he told the Faculty 
Senate about his fellow regents. 
· Faculty Senate President Nan-
cey France said search committee 
members told her yesterday that 
the poard could possibly name a 
-new president this afternoon. 
Sid Easley, chairman of the 
regents' search committee, declined 
to comment about Alexander and 
the board's meeting. Alexander and 
other regents could not be reached 
for comment. · 
Alexander, 54, is now an eco-
nomics professor at Virginia Poly-
technic University. 
His candidacy has touched off 
concern among faculty, staff and 
students since it was announced 
last Friday. 
· The executive committee of the 
Faculty Senate sent a memo to 
regents Wednesday saying Alexan-
der was unacceptable for Murray's 
presjdent. 
Regents played . down the 
memo, saying the COll111\ittee did 
not speak for all faculty members. 
But yesterday the Faculty Sen-
ate voted- unanimously to endorse 
the memo. 
Murray, which has had three 
presidents during the last decade, 
does not need a leader who will be 
controversial . from the moment he 
arrives on campus, faculty mem-
bers said. 
The.search has been questioned 
on several fronts. Earlier this week 
it was revealed that search commit-
tee members have held at least two 
unannounced meetings with candi-
dates. 
The meetings appeared to vio-
late Kentucky's Open Meetings 
Law. 
. . · ■ G. David. Geathart, 41;'seriior .vire "resi:'." 
dent for developinenhiiid "imiversify rela~ons; . 
Penn .State (withdrew after visiting campus). 
■ Robert A. Altehkirth, 45, · dean of the 
College of Engineering, Mississippi State. · 
■ A.James Kerley, 43, president of Hopkins-
ville Community College. _ · · 
. · ■ Mark S. Auburn, 48, executive vice presi: 
dent, University_ of Akron. · · · .'· · _ · . :_, 
,~. •N:,, •. - ' ' O' •:1•••-·~ i" Y.~•,';,_;,.~/.:. •; ' 
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Alexander may get 
nod ·at Murray 
despite objections 
-By JAMES MALONE 
: Staff Writer 
statement also would have asked 
that if the regents were to select Al-
exander, that they delay appointing 
MURRAY, Ky. - The Murray him until campus· hostility subsided. 
: State University board of regents <However, following an hour-iong 
: may choose a new president today, meeting between deans and Easley, 
and former Western Kentucky Uni- who apparently asked for restraint, 
versity President Kem Alexander the statement was shelved. Easley 
appeared to have the votes , to get could not be reached for comment. 
the job, the faculty regent said. Several ~eans declined to comment. 
Moments after the regents sched-
uled a meeting for this afternoon, Many on campus appear to be 
the faculty senate , unanimously casting a skeptical eye toward the 
agreed Alexander was an unaccept- nationwide search. Of the four re-
able candidate to replace Ronald maining_ finalists, only' one is a sit-
Kurth, whose contract was not re- ting president, at a junior college. 
newed. "The faculty has been unjustifia-
The faculty senate's executive bly excluded," Professor Winfield 
· conimittee had adopted an anti-Al- Rose said. If Alexander is hired, he 
exander statement early Wednes- said, the faCl/1ty will go "ballistic." 
day, but four regents questioned - And Professor Bill Shell said he 
whether it represented the senti- wondered whether regents cared 
men! of the entire faculty and called about- faculty and staff positions. 
it premature. · · 
That led to yesterday's 27-0 vote_ Other faculty members. called for 
in favor of the position. a walkout and a vote of .no-confi-
"I guess we showed them," Nan- dence for regents on the presiden-
cey France, faculty senate presi- tial search committee. But there 
dent, said after yesterday's meeting. were no votes on those proposals. 
France said Regent Sid Easley, Given campus sentiment, Julian 
chairman of the presidential search said he thought Alexander would 
committee, told her a vote to hire a have "an uphill struggle" but that 
president was possible today. he might be able to tum it around. 
Faculty· Regent Frank Jwiiln said "He will start in a hole," said Ju-
he thought most regents supported lian, adding that the· baggage is 
Alexander. something Murray State probably 
The regents have asked the facul- doesn't need. 
ty senate's executive committee to 
meet with them in closed session State Rep. Freed Curd, D-Mull'l!y, 
during today's meeting, France said. who attended an alumni briefing 
The committee met with two re- with Alexander, said he "wouldn't 
gents yesterday to express concerns be surprised" to see him get the job. 
about Alexander, she said. He said Alexander appeared to have 
Also, several campus.sources said community and alumni support. But 
Mull'l!y State's deans, after dining Curd said he's not involved in the 
Wednesday with Alexander, appar- search. 
ently were poised to issue their own "In my opinion, he's not a great 
................... + ..,.,;+,l..,,-1 .,..4) L.:- Tl..,.:_ ,.._,.,.I.,.- II L.,. --!.ll IITT-1- - ...1- -- n 
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Muniyl)rivaie1y interviewed 
20 candidates 
' AsSOCIATED PRESS 
MURRAY - Twenty candi• 
dates for the Murray State -Univer-
sity president's job were i!'ter-
viewed in unannounced meetings, 
the chairman of the school's search 
committee acknowledged. 
Last week, The Paducah Sun 
and The Courier-Journal reported 
that the five-member search com-
mittee had met with candidates at 
Kentucky Dam Village State Resort. 
Park and at a hotel in Nashville. 
· Sid Easley, who led the search 
since it began when the Board of 
Regents ousted President Ronald 
Kurth in August, told The Paducah . 
Sun last week that two candidates 
were interviewed in Nashville and 
other candidates were interviewed 
at Kentucky Dam Village and in 
Central City. 
"We talked with them to get a 
feel of who they were and then 
made a decision," Easley said. 
Easley said he does not think 
the meetings violated the Open 
Meetings IBW because interviews 
may be conducted in executive 
session, and he said the law allows 
for some gray area. 
According to the law, one ex-
ception is specific personnel issues. 
The law also says notice of special 
meetings must be made in writing 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. SUNDAY, APRIL 24, 1994 
and given to the news media with 
24 hours' notification. Also, when 
a group goes into executive ses-
sion, the general nature of business 
must be noted in open session. 
The law also says-that no final 
action may be taken in private. 
On Friday night, the board 
voted to hrre fonner· Western Ken-
tucky University President Kern 
Alexander. 
. Gary Cox, head of the state's 
Council on Higher Education; Ray 
Nystrand the University of Louis-
ville's d~ of education; and Jim 
Kerley, president of Hopkinsville 
Community College, verified last 
week that they were interviewed 
by the search committee at Ken-
tucky Dam Village or in Nashville. 
Alexander extends p~~~i0!PP~ure~:r::. ru:n;'~u:'!t!nf~~J0th~o~~,:: 
ray residents. . ' we see it and as it happens on cam-
h d t f · icy "Evecyo~e I've. talked with is so pus," he said ._ an , 0 acu happy you ve dl!Clded ~o ff!ake Mur- The Murray State News is stu-- _ , . . ray State your home, srud coffee- ,dent-edited, "and I would like to see 
shop owner Pete Wal~~- · it stay that way," Gold said. . ho . . pp s . d h. . There is a perception in. the ~ Alexander, former president of w O . 0 . e Im gion that M~rray was standing still, Western Kentucky University, was 
_ W~d_roP smd. . . accused in 1988 ofattempting to sti- · 
hired him saying ·he was struck by - 1 Just feel this man bnngs to the fie the independent student newspa-
By JAMES MALONE 
Staff Writer 
. the "time• and dedication" they de-- table what Murray · \1'1d Western per there after it printed stories 
- - Kentucky need" he S8ld "He offers - ·tical f his dministrati 
. voted to the search. The university n leadershi ' that has. vision and en ° a on. 
MURRAY, Ky. _ Murray State ,community "should work together ~ility,, P With the end of school less than a 
University President-elect Kem Al- 'anBd rowbe~own th_e rn:ert," heclsaisedd.. Dentist George Oakley said Alex- ~!~ '::'J:nce~~fYabo~de:h~ 
exander quickly offered an olive ut ,ore going in ° a O and er seemed to be a popular I • d tial tro rsy d sever 
branch yesterday to faculty mem- ,three--~our meeting with the f~culty choice. ·- · · ,~:: iii~ stu«;;>~nt ;nte; ~ere only 
hers who opposed his candidacy. senat~ s leaders, Al~d~r- smd he "It's nice to have a leader with a va ely familiar with the regents' 
During an upbeat, early morning was vecy much disappomted and background in· Kentucky born d ~ · 
news conference, Alexander said ·concerned" about their position. raised and educated here," 'he said'. l!CIS!On. 
raising faculty salaries. would be a "They were acting without· inf or- "He knows this area of the state." 
top priority. He said he thought the mation that would change their atti- Alexander said his wife, Eliza-
faculty senate's . vote calling him tude toward me,'' be said. beth, a. pediatrician, would open a 
"unacceptable" arose because the The senate voted unanimously private practice in the area. She 
senators were misinformed. ·'.Thursday to oppose Alexander's now is director of student health at 
i:.ater he met in private with lead- _ candidacy. · · · Virginia Tech in . Blacksburg, Va., 
ers of the senate. ,;: However, after meeting with AI· where Alexander IS a professor. 
His hiring apparently pleased the ·exander, Senate President Nancey Sid Easley, vice chairman of the 
community, however, where people -France said, ''We believe the. heal-. Murray regents, said there was no 
see!Iled relieved to have a Kentucky ·:mg process bas begun." timetable for negotiating Alexan-
native at the helm. . :· And Ray Conklin, a.former presi-- der's co_n~ct. _ ... - -
~ regents vo~il _:7-2 Fl'l_day_ .dent of the senate, called the meet- Regarding the frequen! lcntiCIS'!1 
night to hire Alexander as Murray· ::mg "a good start." : : of the process of screening candi-
State;s ninth president. Alexander, ; France said Alexander seemed- dates and __ hiring A!exander,.Easley 
54, who spent the night in Clarks- open to meeting regularly with the said, ''We could find_ no -better an~ 
ville, Tenn., said he felt anxiety and ·senate's executive committee the board chose to look no ~er.' 
el~~on ?ver_ ~e decision. Alexander, who intends t~ take Eas!ey said the search ~mnntt~ 
· Anxiety IS, of course, ever pres- office July 1 is already studying the intef!leW~ nearly ·20 "!lndidates !II ent because . . . I'm fearful that I , _ , • - . meetingS in Central City and Gil-
would fall short of the expectations Jchool s budget and 0.P~i:3t1ons. bertsville and in Nashville, Te!ln·• 
and confidence that were placed in : ~ though he eamssignificant roy- before deciding on the five finalists, 
me by this board of regents/' he allies and fees as an ~irthor and two of 'whom later dropped ou~ of 
said yesterday. consultant, Al~der smd he "'.ould consideration. 
He pledged that under his leader- .-e~e out. co_nsul_~: 0 ---· -- -- Murray's_ ~dent newspaper was · 
ship, Murray Stale would serve the 1 ~t kind of a~ty will have to harshly cntical of. Alexander, but 
region while raising the standard of ' ~ase, he ~d, calling the Mllffl\Y - Editor E.L Gold smd he would seek 
living in its environs. Alexander J~b something _that would take his common ground. 
also heaped praiSe on the board that time from daylight to dark. 
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Murray's new 
leader promises 
faculty raises 
. ''Only time wilr tell,'' Faculty 
·Senate President _Nancey France 
said after meeting with Alexander 
yesterday. 
The meeting was constructive, 
she said, but "is only one of many 
future meetings that will be neces• 
sary to establish a relationship." 
Alexander promised to contin-
. ue the Murray tradition of routine 
meetings with the Senate president 
and vice president, she said, and 
set up campus breakfasts to meet 
with other faculty and staff mem-
Cherry and local banker Tom-
my Rushing both said they thought 
the college had become "self-cen-
tered" in recent years. ' 
The regents and community 
wanted "someone who will help 
tum that around,'' Rushing said. 
Many in the community also 
apparently wanted a president who 
would look somewhere besides ath-
letics for any cuts or reallocations . 
that might ~ needed in Murray's 
budget. 
Alexander has to overcome 
cool reception . on campus bers. . 
"We think the healing process 
has begun,'' she said. 
In on-campus meetings earlier 
this week, Alexander pledged to 
expand athletics and get more stu-
dents involved in on-campus 
sports. He also floated the idea that 
Murray should start a competitive 
rowing program on the Kentucky 
Lake, similar to those at Oxford 
University in Englan,J, where Alex-
ander did his postdoctoral studies: 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERAtD-lEADER Eot)CATION WRITER 
MURRAY - Murray State U:niversity President-
elect Kem Alexander pledged yesterday to make 
raising faculty salaries a top l?riority while ~ing that 
the university serves the region more effectively. 
Alexander, the controversial former president of 
West em Kentucky University, returned to Murray to 
affirm his acceptance. He also met with_ leaders of the 
school's Faculty Senate, which bit• 
terly fought his selection even 
though many faculty members said 
they thought it was inevitable. 
Alexander, who is expected to 
take over as president of!icially July 
H,said he was d~~~ted and -,,k eel " "'lli th .. ,,_. faculty amcern Wl e .... g 
reactiorc ·;• 
"I feel confident that any issues 
and problems that they have can be 
shortly worked out and quickly 
"We could 
find no better 
and we 
chose to look 
no further." 
Sm EASLEY 
search 
committee 
chairman 
re50lved." ~ ._ 
Alexander's hiring climaxed a presidential search 
that has prompted a week ·of turbulence on the campus 
of 8100 students and skepticism lingers about 
whether Alexande( will be able to . overcome initial 
perceptions. · 
One of several faculty concerns is whether he can 
bring some stability to the college,_which has lost three 
presidents in a decade. The latest ~ Ronald J. Kurth, 
a foriner admiral whose contract was not renewed 
after a battle with the board of ~en!5. 
Off-campus;the search sparked 
an almost classic split between the" 
college community and the town of 
Murray, a Western Kentucky com• 
munity of about 15,000. 
While the Faculty Senate sent 
Murray's Board of Regents a letter 
saying Alexander was unaccept-
able as a candidate for president, 
many of- the town's business and 
civic leaders lined up behind him. 
His - short tenure at W estem 
cast a long shadow with Murray 
faculty, but the controversies . he 
was involved in on the Bowlmg 
Green campus did not appear to 
concern the Murray regents or 
community leaders . 
instead, suppo~rs like Murray 
Mayor William Cherry were m~re · 
interested in the 3,000-student m-
crease in enrollment at W estet:ri 
during Alexander's presidency. 
"One of the big issues here no:,v 
is enrollment," Cherry said earlier. 
this week. Murray's has been flat 
and, its dormitories are only 70 
percent occupied, he said. 
With about 1,100 faculty and 
staff, the school is the_ largest 
employer in Murray and Calloway 
County. · : . - - · 
The idea found little immediate 
suppcrt among faculty and staff 
members or students and prompted 
a derisive column this week in 
Murray's student newspaper. 
The board also was looking for 
someone who had pclitical contacts 
in Frankfort and several times 
mentioned Alexander's previous 
work with the state Department of 
Education. He also is the son of a 
longtime education department of• 
ficial, Sam Alexander. 
"As a son of one of Kentucky's 
outstanding educationai leaders he 
has the background to unify our 
efforts with Kentucky school dis-
tricts, with regional communities 
and with state pclitical leadership,'' 
said search committee Chairman 
Sid Easley, who has said Alexan-
der's salary will be "in the $115,000 
range." -, · 
"We could find no better and 
we chose to look no further." 
·1 24 1994 - "I explained the student 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, . Aprr . ' newspaper situation to th_e fac-
-- ~ voted Friday mght to make Al· 
Faculty exander the western Kentucky ulty," he said. "There 1s no h · d t D reason to believe I would want . school's nint presi en . ~- to censor the student media." 
- tails of his contract and his 
raises 
listed as 
priority 
' ' ' 
Murray's new 
president finds 
rate surprising 
MURRA y (AP) - Kern Alex-
ander, whose selection, as Mu~-
ray State University s . pres1-
den t was op_posed by t~e 
school's Faculty Senate, s~ud 
his top priority in his ne~ Job 
is to improve faculty salaries. 
"Generally, I think the_ ~ac• 
ulty at Murray are surpnsmg 
poorly paid," Alexander . told 
The Murray Ledger & Times 
in an interview published Sat• 
urday. "You can't lag that far 
behind with that kind of co~-
pensation and buoy the uni-
versity. I don't know_ of. any 
places in worse shape. lil terms 
of salary." -- ---
~,.. 'l\.Kn-•n, hn!iirrl nf rPPPTit~ 
salary will be negotiated, said Alexander also was criti· 
university spokesman Joe cized not long after arriving at 
Hedges. Western when he appointed 11 
Murray's Faculty Senate on people to key admini~trative 
Thursday unanimously agreed positions without posting the 1 
that Alexander, a former presi• vacancies, the usual procedure_ 
dent' at Western Kentucky Uni- for notifying potential on• 
versity, was an unacceptable . campus candidates who might 
candidate· to replace Ronald ·want to apply. 
1 
Kurth, whose contract was not Alexander had support from 
renewed. the Western faculty., despite 
"It would be vital to have the controversies. 
the faculty in accord with the He was praised in a letter 
president," Alexander told the from the Western Faculty Sen• 
newspaper Friday night. "I ate's executive committee that 
would hate for the Faculty was sent shortly after his de• 
Senate to think I couldn't parture from Western. 
·work with them." "We deeply appreciate the 
Alexander said he thinks way in which you have invig-
two or three disgruntled West· orated Western with _a new vi-
ern faculty members passed sion of what it is possible for 
along misleading information us to achieve," the letter said. 
to the Murray faculty. western's faculty also told 
Alexander, 54, left Western Alexander it was grateful for 
in 1988 to take a distinguished the forceful way in which he 
professorship at Virginia fought to advance the school's 
Tech. Alexander left Western interests. 
after he proposed changes in One of his biggest successes 
the university's award- at Western.was his goal to re• 
winning newspaper and year- verse a decline in student en-
book that were seen on cam- rollment. 
pus as potential censorship. · Alexander said he would 
He recommended putting fac- like to get involved in the 
ulty editors in charge of Stu· Murray community as much 
dent publications,. but the plan a_ s _pos_sible. His w_ife, Eliza: 
h:1+.0,- nr!lC! rl,-n'nT'IDrl 
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Murray 
chooses 
Alexander 
as president 
By JAMES MALONE 
Staff Writer 
MURRAY, Ky. - By a vote of 7-2, the 
Murray State University board of regents 
selected Kern Alexander as the school'.s 
ninth presideni last night. -
He will replace Ronald Kurth, whose con-
tract was not renewed last fall. 
The vote came after an executive session 
of about four· hours and after regents met 
privately with representatives of the faculty, 
staff and the school's deans. . · 
ALEXANDER: 
May have to 
overcome 
faculty 
concerns._. 
School officials set a 
news conference at 8 
a.m. CDT today to in-
troduce. Alexander. De-
tails of his contract and 
his salary will be nego-
tiated, said university 
spokesman Joe Hedges. 
Voting against Alex-
ander were faculty re-
gent Frank Julian and 
Louisville lawyer_ Philip 
Lanier. · 
Lanier said he had 
great regard for Alex-
ander but t)iou~t the 
faculty's concerns 
about him merited further deliberation. The 
faculty senate · unanimously approved a 
statement Thursday calling an Alexander 
an unacceptable candidate. 
Faculty Senate President Nancey France 
said earlier yesterday that she and other 
leaders conveyed the faculty's opposition to 
Alexander "as forcibly as it could be" in 
their meeting with regents .. She declined to 
comment after the vote. 
Sid Easley, chairman of the search com-
mittee, said the regents looked closely at 
Alexander's record as president of Western 
Kentucky University. Alexander held the of-
fice there from 1985 until 1988, when he left 
amid controversy. . _ 
''We understand concerns· of the faculty," 
Easley said, but he added that any· sitting 
president will have friends and enemies. 
1n recommending Alexander, Easler cited 
his national record as an expert in educa-
tion law and school finance and said he 
. thought he was the best-qilalified of the ap-
plicants. -·,- · 
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'Ex-WKU· president-: 
- ' ' . ·.. . 
picked by regents·~~ 
to head M~y 
BY DornE BEAN 
HERAlD-lEADER STAFF WRITER 
-MURRAY - The Murray State 
University Board of Regents_ voted 
7-2 yesterday to select Kem Alex- _ 
ander as president · 
Alexander, the former president 
of Western Kentucky .University, 
might be on campus today for a 
news conference, search committee 
chairman Sid Easley said. 
·Alexander's· candidacy at Mur-
ray has been opposed by the Facul-
ty Senate, which cited controver-
sies at the Bowling .Green campus 
during his tenure. _;.,~, · _ , . _ 
The board mett'1:h fiil=l!ity, 
college deans and staff yest~y 
before selecting Alexander. 
· Faculty Senate President Nancy 
France said faculty members asked 
the board to ronsider expanding its 
search. .,_, . • _., · . 
: She. later declined to comment 
on the board's vote, saying Senate 
I representatives would hold a riews 
conference Tuesday. • ? 
Earlier yesterday, 13 · college 
newspapers that are members of 
the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press 
Association unanimously passed a 
resolution urging Murray not to 
hire Alexander. _ Among -other 
things, the resolution said, Alexan° 
der has a "documented record of 
oppression ofthe ·student press." ' 
Alexander, 54; whci' now is Uni- ' 
versity Distinguished Professor at 
Virginia. Polytechnic University, 
could not be reached for comment 
at his,home in Blacksburg, Va, last 
rug.wife, Ell~th.,~id Al~~-
ander'is out of town. Asked wheth-
er he will take the position, she 
.said, "I'm sure he's in the throes of 
trying to think that through. 
"My guess is he'd be worried 
about 'faculty support." 
'3 ·\ • 
The search- has prompted sev-
_eral concerns, particularly from 
Murray faculty members. 
The search committee conduct-
•ed several secret meetings with 
,candidates· off_ campus· and was 
slow about releasing names of 
some of the five people invited to 
:visit_ campus. 
_ Easley, a lawyer and Murray 
_regent, defended · the. coinmittee 
_ yesterday, saying some candidates 
asked for confidentiality. 
. He also defended the. lioard's , 
-selection of Alexander. Easley said 
Alexander has a strong endorse-
ment from the Murray community. 
Easley said he also has received 20 
letters· from school superintendents 
throughout the .state supporting 
Alexander's candidacy. 
He said tlie board has heard 
both sides of the. W estem contro-
versies. 
"Any sitting president, wherev-
er they are, is.goingJcihave,friends 
and is going -t(ldiave . enemies, 
particularly if. they make djfficult 
decisions," Easley said .-· ' · ··. , -
-.... 
He said 'he is concerned abciut · 
the worries expressed on Murray's 
campus, particularly those of facul-
ty. .·, . . - ..... :~ ~-~ ,> . . 
· "We wi!Umriiediitely urge Dr. 
Alexander fo -address those con-
cerns," ·he said. _;. .,;.. , 
• :° • .,_. ' •~ \: --~--·.;:r-(-'( ,C";~','!'.P:"~~ ' 
Faculty regent Frank Jillian of 
Murray and regent_1'tl)ipJanier of 
Louisville \'.Oted against selecting 
Alexander. Another regent, Arlivia 
Gamble of Hopkinsville, did not 
attend· the meeting;- ,,. ~;; . :, -
•• .. j .. •'..;-\i~;.;::~ ·,r; • 
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inade right decision · · Morehead's mission is education, not athletic'. eniertainmerlt Re,;:ently an issue, 
of the,Chronicle of;Hig\iet'·Education had 
an athletic academics riinking that stl!ted _ 
that of 52 MSU football freshmen recruited 
inc 1984, only seven have rl:Ceived ~liege 
degrees. Football scholarships .do httle to 
educate. 
ndividual criticizing elimination 
1 scholarships at Morehead State 
(March 22) is blind to the issues and ethics 
of the decisiorc , __ ., __ 
Unlike many modem goverruiient lead-
; en, and "administrators, .Presid~t Eaglin 
made a decision knowing he would face. 
tough: opposition; rather-thait passing, the 
liiick Qr- using spin doctors. to sell it 
··'cili{der . equity ia~ no~ require fe-
male ,llport programs receive the same 
amount of cash as the males. Matching a 
football scholarship budget to-the women 
would b:jnkrupt MSU. 
. 
Eaglin _ received a standing ovation _ 
from the MSU faculty after making_ the 
announceinent because many labs an~ · 
classes have· smaller budgets than what 1t 
takes to feed, equip and baby-sit a·football' 
piayer. · 
.:.1,believe public funds should ~ used 
first. for promoting ~~cational. skill, not 
the pursuit of competitive sports. 
GREG-lA-UBERTE 
MOREHEAD 
Centre initiates $60 ntillion fund-raising drive 
faculty and improving the col-
lege's academic . and, student 
and foundation · donors," said 
J. David Grissom, Louisville 
financier and chairman of 
Centre's board of trustees who· 
announced the campaign. 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT . life facilities. · . 
Money from the drive will 
. DANVILLE - Centre Col- be used to support Centre's 
lege announced Friday the . strategic plan to affirm and en-
opening of its "Front and Cen- hance the school's place as one 
tre Campaign," a $60 million of the nation's leading liberal-
fund-raising drive held in con- arts colleges, according to a 
junction with the school's leader of the effort. 
175th anniversary. "The strength of Centre lies 
The campaign, the largest in in its people, and the cam-
Centre's history, focuses on in- paign will benefit faculty and 
creasing endowment for stu- students of the college through 
dent financial aid and scholar- support of alumni, parents and 
ships, increasing support for friends as well as corporate 
James D. Rouse, Lexington 
attorney and chairman of the 
campaign steering CO!IJ.mittee, 
said the drive has already se-
cured gifts and pledges of 
more 'than $43 million. toward 
its goal. "We are gratified at 
the generosity of all who have 
already made commitments. 
"Because of their leadership 
we are confident the cam-
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Centre enibarks· on public portion 
df $60 ·million fund-raising_ c~mpaign 
"There's not a lot of brick and 1 said, "is to affirm and enhance Cen-
mortar, or other here-and-now tre's leadership among the nation's 
needs," Adams said. "It's to do for private liberal-arts colleges." 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
the college the sort of things that 
Centre College, in conjunction d t b d I 1 " ''We are on everyone's national 
h nee o e one ong-erm. . t 50 lit d 1
• b with its 175th anniversary, as · . . op s , an our goa 1s to e 
launched the most ambitious fund- <;:entre t"!stee Ch~irman J. Davtd· I among the very finest liberal-arts 
raising drive in its history, with Gnssom said donations would be I colleges in the country" be said 
h f · · $60 milli · b sought from individuals as well as . . . ' . · 
opes o rrusmg on Y corporations and foundations. Lex- . The. !~est _smgle port10n of t~e 
19~8. " " . ington attorney James Rouse, chair- ~60 mill_1on bemg sought-;-- $22 ~11-
Dubbed Front and Centre, the man of the campaign's steering hon - 1s earmarked for mcreasmg 
campaign is see1!ing mone~ to en- . committee, said more than. $43 mil- !; s~holarships l\nd student. financial 
hance the _I?anvtl!e school s com- 1 lion had been pledged already. l\'d. A~am~ said changes m fed~ral 
petitive position with other schools, . · . . . fmanc1al-rud programs are making 
President Michael Adams said yes- Gnssom and Adams said dunng it increasingly difficult for students 
terday. ' an interview that it was not unc?m- from low- and middle-income fam-
Th d • d t d man for colleges to conduct "qmet" ilies to afford private colleges. At 
e nve, annour1:ce yes er ~Y camI?aigns for a _year or ~o bef_ore Centre, that means more money is 
af\er the an~ual m~etmg ?f ~entre_ s publicly announcmg a maJor dnve. , needed to provide aid if the school 
board of_!rustee~ m Lomsville, wi!I "We had an unbelievable response is to attract students from various 
focus on mc~easm~ th~ endowment during the quiet period, which gives economic groups, he said. · 
for ~tude_nt fma~c1al aid and schol- . us a great sense of enthusiasm · .. . 
arsh1ps, 1_ncreas(ng support fo~ fac- , about.the achfevability of this goal," We would like _our student bo_dy 
ulty and unprovtng the college s fa. sa· d Grissom a Louisville financier. to be r~presentative of . the s?c10-
cilities. 
1 
.' economic makeup of this region," 
Adams said the planned uses of Adams said. "And we're closer to 
money raised in the drive are tied to doing that than many people think." 
goals outlined in a strategic plan ap- $ . . . ci 
proved by the board of trustees· in ~early 15 million 1s _e_armarke 
1992. The plan's major purpose, he to improve campus fac1lllles. The 
paign's dollar goal will be met, 
but more importantly, that the 
objectives of the campaign -
support of our faculty and stu-
dents - will be met as well." 
Centre seeks to get donors to 
make· provisions in their wills 
as well as current gifts .toward 
the goal. 
Goals, by area of need, are: 
►Student financial aid and 
scholarship: $26 million. The 
addition would. help Centre to 
remain accessible to qualified 
students. 
► Faculty support, $11 mil-
planned:improvements include ren-
ovation of all 18 residence halls, 
renovation of a historic warehouse 
into a student-activities center and 
construction of rube fraternity and 
sorority· houses and a new office 
and classroom facility. 
Centre , also would · allocate 
$11 million toward faculty salaries, 
to retain current professors and 
compete more aggressively for new 
ones. Part of that money also would . 
support scholarly and professional 
endeavors by Centre faculty. 
Another $12.25~mlllitiii is ear= 
marked for the school's unrestricted 
endowment, programming and ren-
O'lation in the Norton Center for the 
Arts, purchase and maintenance of 
science equipment and for current 
operations. · 
Centre's largest previous effort. 
ended in 1988 after $38 million was 
raised, Adams said.- ·, ' 
lion. Decreases in the number 
of new doctoral declines, com-
petition for high-quality fac-
. ulty members has intensified. 
The campaign will provide 
money to enhance salaries and r 
support scholarly · and profes-
sional activity. . ' 
►Academic and student-life 
facilities, $14.75 million. The 
fund will pay for improve-
ments and additions to current 
buildings, including residence 
halls, a student activities cen- , 
ter · and nine new fraternity 
and sorority houses. 
►Special projects, $7.25 mil-
lion. Especially targeted . are 
three needs - $3.25 million for 
new ,unrestricted', endowment, 
$2. 75 million · in • endowment 
and· capital funds for program-
ming· and renovation in the 
Norton Certter for· the Arts, 
and $1.25 million for purchase 
and maintenance of· science 
equipment. . , 
►Annual support, $5 mil-
lion. The amount would be 
spent over·the course of the 
campaign for all college activi-
ties. 
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Centre College,'s 
., ·/. 
fund-ntjsin.g '4ive 
seeks $60·:~,million· 
. . I . . , . 
AssOCIATED PRESS ' 
WUISVILLE - tenire College 
has begun the m<)st ambitious 
fund-raising drive in its history 
with a goal of raisitjg $60. million 
by 1998. : . I , , : 
The campaign, dubbed •~Eronf 
and Centre," is in co~junction with 
the Danville school's 175th anniver-
sary. It was annouriced Friday 
after the annual meeting of Centi'e's 
board of trustees in Louisville: i , 
The effort will seek rriohey · to 
enhance the school's competitive 
position, President Michael Adams 
said. ! · 
The drive will focus' on increas-
ing the endowment' for student 
financial aid and scholarships, in-
creasing support for faculty and 
improving the college's facilities. 
"There's not a lot of brick and 
mortar, or other here-and-now 
needs," Adams said. 
Centre trustee Chainnan J. Da-
vid Grissom said donations would 
be sought from individuals, corpo-
rations and· foundations. Lexington 
attorney James Rouse, chairman of 
the campaign's steering committee, 
said more than $43 million had 
been pledged already. 
Adams said the planned uses of 
money raised in the drive are tied 
to goals outlined in a strategic plan 
approved by the board of trustees 
in 1992. The plal\'s leading pur-
pose, he said, "is to affinn and 
enhance Centre's leadership among 
the nation's private liberal-arts col-
leges." 
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Conipassion can ease ;~ial struggles;.;.oalai. w,na· tells~~Berea crowd 
' . . . .•· .. 
,,;:·_ BY PAUL P~TIIER 
' HERALO,LEADER RELIGION WRITER 
BEREA...:... The Daiai Lama says the Unit~ States 
could heal its internal racial rifts if Americans would 
learn .that lpng-held. notions of separate races are ' 
-"absolutely out of date." • 
,_. All humanity is one now, he said yesterday, at 
Berea College. . 
i in i news conference and later in a sold-out speech, 
he called repeatedly on people to set aside their 
individual, national and religious differences. 
. "Compassion I describe as the universal religion, 
even for the non-believer," he said in a speech to 1,500 
people in Phelps Stokes C_hapel. An overflow crowd 
watched via. closed-circuit television. . 
, But even His _Holiness Tenzin Gyatso, the 14th 
Dalai Lama --,, !lie world's best-known Buddhist and 
the spiritual" and temporal head of Tibet's exile 
government in India - said he has no workable idea 
. f9r solving discrimination and hatred based on ecmiom:, .. 
ic class. 
"A _big headache," is how he described the problem: 
He wore glasses, crimson and yellow robes, brown 
socks and Western-style, brown lace-up shoes with 
thick robber soles. 
Gov. Brereton Jones presented the Dalai Lama with -
a double wedding ring quilt made in Kentucky, The .: 
Dalai Lama said he. would use it to meditate; its many· ; 
colors would remind him of the light rays emanating · · 
from his body.· 
The Dalai Lama gave Jones and Berea College 
President John Stephenson white Tibetan scarves. 
The Dalai Lama, the 1989 winner of the Nobel 
Peace Prize, smiled a lot and occasionally put his hands 
to his head in mock consternation as he struggled to 
answer complicated political and philosophical ques- · 
!ions in Englisl:ri Sometimes an interpreter helped him. 
Berea is a stopover on the lama's two-week tour of · 
the United · , - . : 
States that began in Hawaii and is 
scheduled to end in New York. 
The lama is meeting with U.S. 
cosmologists, neurobiologists, 
physicists and psychologists to ex-
plore how their scientific findings 
can illuminate his Buddhist beliefs 
- and vice versa · 
But ' Berea is hoine to nine 
Tibetan students, ·the largest con-
tingent outside India, and the Dalai 
Lama wanted to see them, too. 
He also wanted to visit the 
Trappist Abbey of Gethsemani in 
Nelson ·.County, where a friend, 
Catholic monk Thomas Merton, is 
buried. 
Merton, the Dalai Lama said, 
was "a very important bridge be-
tween Buddhism and Christianity." 
The Dalai Laina, Stephenson· 
and others were scheduled to take 
a helicopter flight to the abbey this 
morning, after the lama receives an 
honorary doctorate from Berea Col-
lege. 
He also will appear at a Louis-
ville fund-raising luncheon today. 
Solving class differences is far 
trickier than solving other social . . I 
ills; the Dalai Lama sliid. 
He formed an exile · Tibetan 
government in India in 1960, after 
Cammi.mist Cliinese' - overran his _ 
nation, which they still occupy. 
Yet he has never· figured out 
precisely how the economy of.Tibet 
should be restructured if and when , 
it becomes independent, he said. 
Most Buddhist monks are es-
sentially socialists, he said, because 
ihey believe in sharing goods 
equally. 
But history • has proved _that 
socialism is_ impractical: Capitalism 
works, but leads to a wide gap 
between rich and poor, he said. He 
laughed heartily. · 
"So how can I advise you?" he 
said. "I have nothing to offer you 
- except criticism." 
In other comments, the Dalai 
Lama said non-violence, which he 
holils dear, is· complicated, but_ he. 
continues to hold out fat a peaceful i 
soluticin between Tibei"and China.· 
However, he joked, the Chinese 
leaders are "missing an organ" -
and pointed to an ear. . 
Penpa Tsering, 23, a · Tibetan 
student at )3erea College, arid the 
college's eight -other Tibetan stu- · 
derits met with the Dalai Lama for 
about 20 minutes in his hotel room. 
' "Seeing the Daiai Lama at a 
plate far away from home is very 
special," Tsering said. "To me he 
represents the people. of Tibet, the 
freedom they aspire for." . 
Tsering's parents ,sent ,him to' 
India from .Tibet 13 years ago and ' 
he hasn't seen theni since. Non-
violence is terrific if it succeeds, he 
saiil. 
"On the other hand," he said, ,ia 
man without a country is a frus-
trated man." 
' 
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Murray.~students~s_eek 
firing·of·tegents~~over;~_-, 
presiclential:search: -· · 
By _;JAMES MALONE President Brian-Van Hom, student 
Staff Writer . regent and a search committee 
·· · meniber;,·said that.he· tried to do· 
MURRAY, Ky. - ·A petition call- what was.best for the university and 
ing·for Gov,-Brereton·Jones to re- that he thought the people who 
move-the entire Murray.State Uni- signed the petition:were uninfqrmed 
versity board of regents has drawn about what the regents' job was. 
the--ptures,of-about •lOO,pe9ple, The, (!ther regents col\1d not be 
stu~t organizers say. , reached.:; . 
S$:lents,.!iegan- circulating,, the·· Alexander, formerly president of 
petiti~n Saturday,- the-day-after-re- Western· Kentucky: University, ~ 
gents.voted,7-2 to name.Kem-Alex- selected. from-. three· finalists after 
ander, Murray's ninth president two others dropped out.:· 
. Although;,the -petition's·,framers, ''We .~ere really.upset and tri~d 
have.,since,,Jearned that.the,gover- at 1east•to·do> something," satd• 
nor, doesn't.have the, powec to. re- graduate:studentTom Britton, who 
move:a regent,. they-say,they- hope it: said. he. jJas ,one, of_ the ,petition's . 
conveys· their dissatisfaction. with· originators. . 
the,presidential search. . . Britton said he is looking for .at 
· Only abQiit a day,s notice was giv- least 500 signatures· and would like: 
en-.fo~;campus visits of three,initial to see·l,000·by·th1remloftheweek' 
finalists, and. nearly 20 candidates The larger·figure represents 14 per-·. 
were,iilterviewed in a series .of un- cent of the school's· students. 
annouriced,,meetings,of, the,.search - "About, everybody·- we -have··•ap--
committee.i. proached has•signed, it,"·he· said.. , 
Parker Normann; a graduate stu- . The Faculty Senate,.voted unani-
dent_who helped, draft the petition, mously last week on a statement.de-
said he hopes, it prompts • Jones,to claring Alexander's candidacy unac-
ask:.for:-the, regents' resignations,- ceptable::Deans:had,readied such,a · 
which-he •thinks might encourage statement · but later withdrew it 
some,to ,step down. -without explanation. 
Jones· could not be• reached: for But.-a. lot. of the• -dissatisfaction· 
comment on the petition, said Depu- with Alexander stems . from the 
ty Press Secretary Bob, Lilly:. screening process, Normann said, 
.sBoard·c. Chairman James::,·Butts, · "Most:,okthe displeasure,is,with 
speaking through a secretuy;' said the regents," he,said. "They·essen• 
he didn't know enough: about, the· tially,disregarded the feelings-of the 
~tition·to-comment:on:it: - : faculty,and'stiidents. We feel.they_ 
Student·Gove_mment-Associillii>n, owe,the campus an explanation." · 
. ·-~ 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, April 25, 1994 
Vietnam Ies:,s,on. ne·t'. in b··ook 
Sy JIM ROBINSON 
JF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - A class of 
~forehead State University 
itudents got a lesson in the 
Vietnam War last week they 
Drobably won't find in a text-
book. 
A description of life in Viet-
rram from Morehead physician 
Tom Fossett, who spent ·a year 
as a military doctor there, in-
cluded: 
►Latrine maggots~so thick 
you•could hear them moving. 
►Mud so deep it swallowed 
Jeeps:- . 
►T°ipotis· from· the camp's • 
garbage pile that a Viet Cong ... 
attack was imminent (the Viet-
rramese peasants,in• the area~ 
didn't come to pick through , 
it). 
►The · sound of miniguns·, 
from jets ("like an elephant! 
passing gas").· 
►Gls' ability to sleep, 
through~•nightlong fire·· from" 
the camp's 155'millimeter how-
itzers, but ·their scramble., for. 
cover, at. one·, roun.dl.frmm an1 
enemy AK-47, 
Those kind.of anecdotes,kept. 
Fossett's audience, a class 
studying•t!i:e. Vieniam'-War)and · 
Watergate,.spellbound,,'. ·:·\c. 
"He· described· it. in°,such,1a 
way that made me feel like · I 
was there," said; Melanie Ball, 
a 21-year-old:sen!or from Carl-
isle,. 
MSU0 professor,, Din:i:J Flatt 
called Fossett's tallitahout the 
year he spent in Vietnam be-
;inning,. in .. August 1967 the 
most uniqua presentation he's 
had in the many· years he's 
Jeen teaching the class. 
"He· brought. a,lot,of:things 
·.ve hadn't heard. before," Flatt 
,aid. "You don!t get that from 
books - atmosphere." -~~~~-Fossett, a Pendleton•, CountY, · 
'.lative whose son-in-law Chrisi 
:opher,,, Helvey,-,is~.taking..,thfl 
:lass,: said. he. had':: two impor, 
:ant jobs while he·was,in Viet; 
1am, .. Both. involved~ helicop; 
:ers. · 
Ohe· wasdo decide, whether 
·he helicopters used• to· trans--
iort wounded soldiers to. hos;. 
litals from the• fronti-should 
ly. 
The other was to make. sure 
soldiers. didn'.t• get their. heads 
taken· o!I by the spinning tail 
rotors w~en the choppers land-
ed .. · . - -- . 
In addition to· .treating sol-
diers wounded in .combat;· Fos-
sett said· he spent· a. lot of time 
treating them·.Jor malaria""and 
venereal disease,•··· 
He said• his. advice. to th~ sol-
diers·· to· use'. condoms".when: 
having;.sex·, with;. the plentiful 
Vietnamese prostitutes feU on 
deaf ears:..:.,.,, . . · 
So when· they· canie in to be 
treated· for~ gonorrhea: he'd 
give them penicillin_ injections 
in each buttock "so they 
couldn't sit down for two 
weeks as a reminder." 
He described coming .. under, 
fire while traveling on a road· 
with soldiers. He said people 
always asked him what he'd 
do if he got shot at: 
"I pulled· out my .45 · and 
emptied it," he said. 
NoW;,27,years•after his stint; 
in the 0 controversiaLwar; Fos-• 
sett; 57, says he's notsure how· 
to feel about the. United.State's 
role .in the.conflict. ... 
"I think we · were trying. to 
help,'.' he ·said.. "I don't think 
we knew what to do." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 1994 
Murray's. pitiable. spectacle. 
T
HE embarrassment·of the per,:angered its many admirers.in 
Murray State University the Kentucky media,· and. raised 
presidential selection· real concerns among the, nation's 
will take a while to dissi- journalism educators. 
pate. The secret meetings; of the Small wonder that, when they 
search .. committee,- the. rush to saw-Mr, Alexander coming, the 
name a candidate before faculty Murray · States- faculty" called an 
opposition could spread, the outra-. emergency meeting. and wrote a 
geous re-writing of the anointed memo protesting his· candidacy. 
candidate's previous tenure · at a Regents blasted the faculty for 
Kentucky institution: All these having the temerity to speak up, 
made for a•pitiable spectacle. and.the,board··moved,.to hire him: 
But the good old boys won: Kem" faster than· a· rabbit,makes, babies; 
Alexander will be president of For many years, Murray State 
Murray State. The yokelocracy has has proven that it's difficult to con-
its way, again. Pete Waldrop·down· duct big league,academic gover-· 
at the coffee shop says, "Evei:yone nance in the chummy confines of a 
I've talked with is• so happy .... " small town. The .westernmost part 
And that sort of says it all.. of Kentucky has tended to treat 
Mr. Alexander is best remem- Murray State like an academic Ro-
bered as the Western Kentucky tary Club. As a result; the school 
University president who managed has had great difficulty in keeping 
to target one of WKU's true cen- a president, overcoming its provin-
ters of excellence for attack. His cialism, and sustaining excellence; 
version is that this was nothing·. .It didn't need to add Kem Alex-
more than a dispute over fiscal ac-. and er. to its problems. 
countability. But ask those who Now that the deed is done, ev-
run WKU's nationally-respected · ei:ybody seems·. to· have . settled 
journalism program. They will tell . back into. the comfort of things-as-
you it was much more. At issue they-always-have-been. The good 
were the propriety of control and old.boys are busy with both hands, 
the potential for censorship. simultaneously.slapping backs and 
What Mr. Alexander·seemed to shaking· hands; Murray State, an 
want as a working arrangment for institution with a significant mis-
the College Heights Herald,.WKU's sion. and much potential, deseives 
award-winninll student newsna-• better: 
Aoril ~1. /994-
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Stu~ent gr~UP.::~•~~~ ~-~~•nder. · .. -~·· .. _ .•jA ~A.~t.•.~ ?,., ... ~, .. _11:::) ~w~\.\~ ~• 00,,e:-..... "?TI 
MURRAY, Ky. - Muiray State University's student government 
has praised and endorseincertfA!exander, who has been named · 
the school's next'president ... "" ... ·c,., . a, .,,,:,-1,;-" : 
Citing Al~de:'~'asa>D.'Pl!l'J,,rnji~ ~-~ p~cl~~~-~W~e~ ; 
Kentucky, Umversity"and honor:i;; froi!I peers, .th.e Student Govern,, 
ment Association adopted the resolution yesterday. . . . · . 
· The resolution was. signed .by. association Pnisident.·Brian Van 
Horn, .a .student regent,who...voted .lashveek to lure Alexander as . 
th __ ,. I' . th ·resid-• .;..:··.. ··-, .. , • .,.,,,,, ... --.,~-,,,· .. : :".: e ...uoo s .run p .cw. .,. . ...... ··'··---• , · 
'TBE'· cbliRiER~otifime-m1b'A'l~i'i!,\:2J;t;c;tm 
u~ ~ .. r,~~~ ~,~!~!i ~e~,-~J:l~l~~~.!:I.,~,.,, ,. 
.;;1'.,EXINGTON, .Ky,.- The. Umv~ISity_:oMCentucky.,announced 
yesterday,that.because of increasing bankiees, !(will stop accept-
ing tuition payments J1y..i:redit cani•JWY.;l,)'..J,~r/•,~ ,bln?.,1'1~:-; 
, Lexingtono;campus Chancellor Robert,~Hemenway 581d, the 
biinkfee charged UK'would have reacb'eififean1'$200,000.during 
, . • · ' · · -, 'a> · .~r••1l. " .. , ' · fiscal year,,1994-:~5. ·~-d , 1:;1gt,J.:·!- -:,1v~ -t:~~,f.~~.l.~.i!f°~~fi::h. ;J:)::: · 
The change. will. not affect. students:wf(p. waiit to_,pey for. the 
four,week·or,eight,week.summer.sessionsfwith'aedin:ards ••... 
..... .- .. - -t~----··''" , •. ~ ....... ,.•'.a ... ...,,,., .. ~_,., ... _,_,~.._...,._._ 
LEXINGTON HERALD-1.EAOER;l.ExJNGTON, KY.-■ FRIDAY,'Af'Rlt 29, 1994 ·UK disc-ontin111·ng Now they will ~~ve to fi~d other ____ ways to beat tuition deadhnes. 
UK has accepted credit card 
Students will be allowed to use 
credit cards to pay their tuitions for. 
summer-session classes. . 
toiti ts tuition payments since 1988. That On POVffleil. year, Student Billing ~!'.Vices pro-UJ .a.a.a. _ cessed about 900 credit-card trans- ·· "Students and their -· families may experience· some 'inconven-ience with this change," Hemenway 
said ill. the release, "but they 
should also appreciate the fact that 
the new policy removes some of the 
pressure ori UK's budget, which 
causes the cost of higher education 
to rise." 
Wl
' .th·. ' c~edi·t· cards acti~:t=n:!~~~o~v~;~ 
·.L ' expects to process about 12,000 
BY ERICA PATTERSON 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
The University of Kentucky will not accept tuition 
payments by credit card after June 30, a UK official 
announced yesterday. 
The practice is being discontinued because banks 
levy a charge for each credit-card transaction that UK 
cannot recover. Those charges amounted to $123,840 
this school year and were estimated to climb to $1921000 
in 1994-95, said Chancellor Robert :E. Hemenway m a 
news -release yesterday. · 
About 12,000 UK students charged their tuitipn to 
credit cards by phone or in person·in 1993-94. 
"That's ustially how I pay :'.'.said Stephanie Godsea, 
a junior preparing for a career .in.physical therapy. ''.I 
could write a check, but it's easier. to pay with a credit 
card." · : .. ;2)\f~. 
. Students like the convenience of. paying by credit 
card, especially if they are ~~/or. mo!1ey to arrive. 
But students must pay tuition and• fees m full before 
their student IDs can be used '.fur;-'such purposes as 
checking out books from_ lil;,r3!.i1!5_:_!)r''cashing checks. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL,-FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1994 
m fraternity 
gets warning, 
probation 
for abduction 
Associated Press 
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. -An Indi-
ana University fraternity received a 
strong warning yesterday following 
an investigation' into a student's 
complaint that three pledges injured 
his knee. · . .._ 
The Alpha Sigma Phi chaprer was 
also put on disciplinary probation for 
two years and must make restitution 
to sophomore Dave Centanni, Dean 
of Students Richard Mi:KaigJ~aid. 
Centanni said the Alph~Sigma 
Phi pledges abducted him~ !'l'o-
vember and dislocated his le!I knee-
cap. Centanni said that he had to 
use a wheelchair for more than six 
weeks and that his leg was in a cast 
for about three months. · 
McKaig said yesterday that IU be-
gan an investigation shortly after 
Centanni made the allegations. The 
fraternity was charged with· violat-
ing the hazing and physical-abuse 
sections of the Code of Student Eth-
ics, and a hearing was held Tuesday 
before an administrative officer. 
The officer determined that the 
actions weren't hazing because they 
were done by individuals, not the 
chapter as a whole, McKaig said. 
Jeff Fischer, president of IU's Alpha 
Sigma Phi chapter,,has said that the 
pledges abducted Centanni but that 
the action was not chapter-spon-
sored. · · . 
Centanni said the pledges were 
ordered to write· letters of apology 
to him. IU does not comment! on in-
dividual punishments.. . · ·; 
Centanni's · attorney, ·steve Vernia 
of Merrillville, said IU's action 
would not stop Centanni from filing 
a lawsuit next month to cover his 
medical expenses. · 
Alpha Sigma Phi ~ could face 
stronger action if it becomes in-
volved in another disciolinarv mar-
credit card transactions, totaling 
$7.2 million. The number of trans-
actions was anticipated to rise to 
15,500 and a .total of $11 million in 
1994-95. 
"The university is announcing 
the change in the credit-card policy 
now to allow students ample time 
to make other payment arrange-
ments before the fall semester," 
Hemenway said in the news re-
lease. 
But students say eliminating 
. credit-card payments could force 
them to consider enrolling at other 
schools. · 
"If you didn't have the money, 
you couldn't come back," said Gin-
dy Messer, a senior majoring in 
social work. "It could put a lot. of 
students in a big bind." 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, April 27, 1994' 
Flawed ·process -
Murray search committee violated 
law with .Glos~d iIJ,t~rview meetings 
Let us. hope that former session. 
Western Kentucky University "If we did something 
president Kerrr-Alexander en- · wrong, I'm sorry, and I won't 
joys a long and successful do it again," Easley said. 
tenure as president. of Mur- · · Of course, the committee 
ray _State Un,iversity_ .. -After a won't do it again. Its work 
rapid . successicin -. of ,presi- was completed with the selec-, 
dents in recent years, the tion· of Alexander. But Eas-
university needs stability in ley's flippant' response· shows 
that office. ' •· - · a callous disregard for the 
While wisqing th~ "9est for " law -. and the people of Ken-
Alexander at_ Murray, we ·"·tucky. Simply saying you're 
can't say much for the'man- .sorry. doesn't .. cut it. Those 
ner in which h~_was selected. . who serve on public bodies 
The five-member search.com- have an obligation to know 
mittee clearly 'Violated Ken- and to obey: the law. 
tucky's Open Meetings Law The board ·of·regents also 
by interviewing candidates in ignored the: wishes of the 
unannounced meetings at Faculty Senate, ·:which had 
Kentucky Dam Village· State . "voted unaniino1.isly· to· oppose 
Resort Park, at a Nashville ·Alexander. The:sfudent news-
hotel and1n Central City. paper also·· editorialized 
Sid Easley, who headed the against Alexander, who tried 
search since it began when to muzzle the student news-
the board of regents ousted paper while president of 
President Ronald Kurth in Western. 
August, said 'he did not think Immediately after his hir-
the meetings violated the law ing, Alexander· llegan build-
because interviews may ,be · ing bridges with the faculty. 
' conducted in execut_ive ses-, He said much of the opposi' 
sion.. .. · . . tion to him was based on 
According to· the law,' one . misinformation. 
exception is specific person- -Maybe Alexander is just 
nel issues. But the law also what Murray needs. But if 
requires that notices of spe- the search committee had 
cial meetings be issued in been more open and had wel-
writing and 24 hours in ad- ·corned· input from interested 
vance. And, when a group patties. perhaps the .. new 
goes into executive session, president could have avoided 
the general nature of its busi- beginning his tenure under a 
ness must be noted in open cfoud'of controversy. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. lExlNGTON, KY. ■ FRIDAY. APRIL 29, 1994 
UK student leaders 
aim to tear down wall 
BY OomE BEAN 
HERAW-l.EAoER EDIJCATION WRITER 
For T.A. Jones, victory will be 
complete if the wall comes twn-
bling down. 
Jones is the newly elected presi-
dent of the Student Government 
Association at the University of 
Kentucky. 
The walJ is the concrete-block 
front of the Student Government 
Office, which to him symbolizes the 
separation that has existed be-
tween UK students and the organi-
zation set up to represent them. 
Jones, a fifth-year architecture 
student, wants to replace part of 
the wall with glass, which ''will 
bring light, visibility and be a 
symbolic message to students that 
there will be change." 
Jones already has begun knock-
ing down barriers, with his victory 
last week in the SGA presidentiaJ 
election. It was the first since 1987 
to produce a winner who was not 
affiliated with a fraternity or soror-
ity. 
Waging what he and running-
mate Benny Ray Bailey caJled a 
·'New Spirit'' campaign, the uncon-
ventional Jones stirred up student 
senators, some of whom promptly 
began talking of impeaching him. 
But by the first Senate meeting 
Wednesday night, a majority of 
members seemed willing to give 
f ones a chance. 
T.A. Jones 
Age: 22 
Birth place: 
Charleston, S.C.; 
moved to Meade 
County seven 
years ago 
Status: Fifth-
year student 
Major: Architec-
ture 
Quotation: "Our 
generation 
doesn't have a 
focus; we're ev-
ery which way 
but loose. We 
have all these 
sedatives . : . 
why rock the 
boat when you 
have a full belly 
and can go to 
Kroger's and the 
store Is full of 
food and you 
can turn on TV 
and get lost in a 
dream world." 
lExlNGTON HERALD·LEADER. lExiNGTON. KY. ■ FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1994 
?tudent sen~tor Sean Chaney 
attnbuted the cnes of impeachment 
to high emotions that usually ac-
company student elections. 
. "Most of u~ were supporting a 
different candidate that night," 
Chaney said. "When emotions are 
running that high, they say things 
they probably don't mean." 
Some senators have had con-
cerns about Jones because of his 
lack of experience in student gov-
ernment, Chaney said. 
This was Jones' second bid for 
president - he 'lost to predecessor 
Lance Dowdy last year. 
He and Bailey, the son of state 
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey attributed 
their victory to broad~ning their 
support. 
Jones said their supporters in-
cluded Greek-affiliated students as 
well as s~~ents who do not belong 
to fraterruties and sororities. The 
pair also sought votes from inter-
national students and students at-
tending Lexington Community Col-
lege. 
The "New Spirit'' theme of the 
campaign sums up a variety of 
changes that Jones, Bailey and a 
core group of supporters hope to 
bring to UK's campus 10 get stu-
dents more involved in government 
at all levels, Jones said. 
"The word politician is such a 
dirty word for our generation" he 
~d. "A _lot of young people 
1
with 
bnght rrunds and good ideas find 
other occupations or go on a differ-
ent path." 
Be,iny Ray 
Balley 
Age: 
19 
Birth-
place: 
Hindman 
Status: 
Sophomore 
Major: 
Health ad-
ministra-
tion 
Quotation: "When you start 
talking doll and cents to 
people, the listen." 
<?n. can:1PU , the Jones-Bailey 
adm1rustration promises a lively 
agenda. 
Among the· proposals: 
■ Lobbyin for a second stu-
dent to be ap , inted to the UK 
Board of T tees. The trustee 
would represent community college 
students. 
■ Setting u a system of tele-
phone voting future student 
government el 
■ Providin more supervision 
of the $140,000 A budget. 
■ Expandin student services 
such as legal ai and child care. 
■ Making dead week," the 
w~k before fin s, a true academic 
hohday; tests w uld be prohibited 
and class atten ce optionaJ. 
And, of co the wall. 
Frank · , director of the 
UK Student Cent , said he doesn't 
know whether it ·11 be feasible to 
replace the waJI with glass. 
If the work · s done, he said, 
student gov nt probably will 
have to pay for t. ~ 
~ew center_ to hone police s 
8Y DARLA CARTER 0 en~ is a. ~tate-of-the-art crimi~aJ the sta~e's police and sheriffs ffi. 
Justice trammg center packed with . 
0 
CENTRAL KENrucKY BuREAu speciaJ features. Construction be- cers, dispatchers and co~oners. 
RICHMOND - 92,000 square gan in January 1992 and was The ~epartment_ proVl~es enb)'-
!et of concrete and glass. completed in August 1993. !eve! training and m-se.rv1ce tram-
To the average person, that's mg for about 9,000 officers each 
II there is to the new building on "This is an impressive facility," year. 
it Carson Drive that houses the said Bernie Thompson, director of The officers learn all the tricks 
:ate's Department of Criminal Jus- adminiStrati0n for the department. of the trade through lectures, lab 
ce Training. "You'd be hard-pressed to find one work and training exercises in 
But to Commissioner Charles as nice" in the country. which staff members pretend to be 
ayre and the other members of the In addition to classroom and criminals in simulated situations 
epartment, the Funderburk Build- office . space, the building boasts and the trainees react as they 
1g is like a bundle of joy worth forensic _and breath-test_ !abs, a would on the job. 
10uting about. I computerized firearms training sys- "Sometimes we take them hos-
Sayre beamed like a proud tern, a staff libI"aIJ'., a_n exercisE: tage and sometimes we kill them," 
1ther yesterday as he gave visitors I room, a telecon:imun1cations center Sayre joked. 
sneak peek inside the new I and an amphitheater-style class- The trainees also get hands-on 
uilding. room. trai_nin~ at the skills complex, 
"To say we're proud of the The building also has tele- which mcludes an enclosed pistol 
uilding is an understatement," phones and videocassette recorders range and a driving range with 
:iyre said. m the classrooms and offices with courses that simulate urban and 
Others will get to see what's so ~oti~n-sens\tive lighting and fur. rural settings. 
:ieciaJ about the building today at rushmgs built by state prisoners. 
dedication for it and the adjacent . "We tried to think of eve.ry- Dedication today ~ . 
obert C. McKinney Skills Train-1 thmg w~ could possibly need," The Hanly Funderburk Building and Ro C. McKinney Skills 
g Complex in Eastern Kentucky Sayre said. Training Complex will be dedicated at 1:30 p today in a ceremony 
niversity's College of Law En- The building is connected to on Kit Carson Drive in Richmond. 
,rcement Center. EKU's Stratton Building, which The Funderburk Building 1s a new ~ justice training 
The celebration, which is ex- was formerly shared by the depart- center adjacent to Eastern Kentucky Univ~it_}f'~ Stratton Building. 
!cted to attract hundred~ will I ment of criminal justice training Its fea~es. include forensic ~f!d br?th•t~t labs, a com~lete 
clu~e music, a cornerstone cere- and the university's college of law telecommurucations center for trammg d15patcbers, a computerized · 
ony and a tour of the $11.5 enforcement. fireanns training system, closed-circuit and au 'o-visuaJ capabilities, 
illion facilities. A 1990 revenue bond issue a staff library and an exercise room. 
The Hanly Funderburk Buil~- made it possible for the department The McKinney Skills Training Complex, o 
g, named for EKU's current pres1- to receive its own building to serve Funderburk Building, features a pistol range 
law enforcement personnel such as with two courses. It also will be the future si 
- HE 
40 acres next to the 
a driving range 
of a canine center. 
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